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. REPORT TO THE 
' COMPREHENSIVE 

: i 

CONGR~SS PURSUANT TO SECTION 501 OF THE 
ANTI-~PARTHEID ACT OF 1986 

~ j 
.. ; I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

. -.··· •. .. . . i. 
Pursuant to Section!· SCH of the Comprehen~ive Anti-Apa~theid Act 
of 1986 (The Act}, ' ~he President has transmitted to the . Spe~ker 
of the House and th~ Chairman of the Committee on Foreign · 

. Relation.s ·of the Serate, a report on t he extent to which .: . 
significant progres~ has been made toward ending ~he ~ystem of 

· apartheid and estab~ishing a nonracial democracy in South Africa . 
Included is the President's recommendation on which suggested 

. additional measure~~ if any, should ~e impoied on that country. ·· 

. . : . . 
' 

The repor~ conclude~ . that ther~ has· n6t beeri significant progress 
to~~rd ending apartheid since Octob~~, · 1986, and that ncine of the 
goals outlined in ·;r;itle I of the Act--goals . that are shar_ed by · 
the Administration· ~nd the Cortgress--have been fulfilled . 

. Moreover, the Sout~ African Government ' s response to the Act over 
the past year give~ little ground for hope that this trend will 
soon be reversed o~ that additional measures will produce . better 
results. ··. ·· · · ... . , ·. :-··, ·· ··. . , .. : ..•.. _., ... : ........ .-..... ::. : .. 

.. , .. - --- ---· -·-· Iri' reviewing the twelve- month period since the Act became law, 
. • the report describes a continuing bleak situation for-·blacks in 
- South Africa who face increased repression, harassment, and--even 

in the case of a significant . number of minors-- imprisohment. 
Press censorship has been intensified, and illegal ~ross border 
raids by South Afr~can security forces into neighboring countries 
have r e sulted in the loss of innocent lives. 

;~f:l 
.... ··.:.· 
··:- · 
'·.\· 

·.·. 
·~ . 

In the economic area, the report poi nts out that sanctions have 
had minimal impact on interrupting South Africa's external 
trade because of that country's ability to find substitute 

.·' mark~ts · f~r it~ prbducts outside the ~nited States . . Wher~ there 
has been a significant impact, notably in the coal and sugar 
industries, the loss of export markets in the United States has 
caused hardship among olac~ workers who are experiencing greater 

. rates of unemployment. Overall, South Africa's economic 
:·~~ ·--- -- - ·-- --- ·-pEff'f6rmance- nas- .. iiot-be·e·n·-robust ·due-- to·- the · poor- investment -
"' climate, unfavorable intern~tional condition~, and drought in the 

. · ~:. 
farming areas. Sanctions have incrementa·11y exacerbated an 
already existing problem. 

The report .also takes note of considerable disinvestment by 
American companies since the beginning of the recent unrest in 
South Africa. The report points out that the ·most painful impact 
of this trend toward disinvestment has been the disappearance of 
company-funded social, housing, educational, and job training 
progfarns designed to improve living standards and career 
opportunities for black ~outh Africans. 
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Tn ~olitical terms, the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, . 
whibh followed selectiv~ measures instituted by Executive Order 
in 1985, sent a strong message of abhorrence of apartheid on the 
par~ of the American people. The immediate result, however, 
was : ·a marked reduction in our ability . to persuade th.e South 
African Government to act responsibly on human rights issues and 
to ~estrain its behavior in the region. Perhaps the single ray 
of hope during the period under review was the appearance of 
ferft1ent within the Afrikaner . community where there is increasing 
pub;tic discussion of "power 'sharing." While this and similar 
terms being discussed are still devoid of quantifiable substance, 

' they may be ~precursor to eventual negotiations b~tween : tpe· · 
South African Government ·and the 'black leadership, a goal which 
the~ U.S. Government will be seeking to promote • 

. I 

Beb~use bf the President's conclusion that the economic san~tions 
embodied in the 1986 Act have not been effective in meeting the 
goa·1s on which the congress and tpe Administration agree, arid his 
convictiqn that additional measures would be counterproductive, :: .. 
the President recommends against the imposition of any additional 

' measures at this time, includin~ thcise mentioned in Section 
50i(c) of the Act, and continues to believe that the current 
pu~itive sanctions against South Africa are 'not the best way to 
bring freedom to that country. 

What the United States now needs is a period of active and 
creative diplomacy--bilaterally as well as in consultation with 
our allies and with our friends in southern Africa--focusing on 
doing all. that is possible to bring the peoples of South Africa 
together for meaningful negotiations leading to the creation of a 
democratic society. The essence of this process is to state 
clearly what goals and . values · the We$t supports·, 'rather than 
simply to reiterate what it opposes. This was the purpose of 
Secretary Shultz's public articulation on September 29 of the 
concepts which mus~ be addressed by all South Africans to 
undergird a settlement of political grievances and the formation 
of a just, constitutional, ~nd democratic order in South Africa. 
His statement delineates precisely the values that the West 
stands for and wishes to see negotiated by South Africans as they 
chart a futu~e free of apartheid. · 

\ '.:, 
\'·, 



REPORT TO · CONGRESS. PURSUANT TO SEC.TION .501 OF THE COMPREHENSIVE 
~NTI~APARTHEID ACT OF 1986 

.,_ .. ··. 

' 
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Pursuant to Section :sol of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act 
of 1986 (the Act), ~ ~m transmitting t~ the Speak~r of the Hous~ 

_of Representatives arid the Chairman of ~he Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the Seqate, a report on th~ extent to which 
significant progres~ has been made toward ending the system of 
apartheid and establishing a nonracial democracy in that country • 

. Included ·also is my :recommendation on which suggested ·additional 
measures, if any, s~ould be imposed on South Africa. 

:Background ·. i 

In Executive Order i2571, I directed all affected executive 
· departments · and . ·agencies to take all steps necessary,· consistent 
with the Constitution, to implement the requirements of the Act. · 

· I am pleased to be [able to report that the . Act ha~ been 
implemented fully ~~d faithfully. Executive departments and 
agencies are to be . complimented for ~heir exc~llent work in 
carrying out this complex piece of legislation. 

The · legis.lation sets out yardsticks by which tp measure . the 
effectiveness of the approach it embodies. The specific ·goals 
are laid out in the legislation i~self. The Act, in Section 101, 
states that it and other actions of the United States were 
intended to encourage the Government of South Africa to take the 
following steps : 

Bring about reforms leading to the establishment of a 
nonracial democracy in South Africa. 

Repeal the State of . Emergency and respect the 
principles of equal justice under law for all races. 

. . 
Release Nelson Mandela, Govarr Mbeki; and Walter Sisulu 
and all poljtical prisoners ~nd black trade union 
leaders. 

Permit South Africans of all races the right freely to 
form political parties, express political opinions, 
and otherwise participate in the political process. 
Establish a timetable for the elimination of apartheid 
laws. 

Negotiate with representatives of all racial groups in 
South Africa the future political system in South 
Africa. 

End military and paramilitary activities aimed at 
neighboring states. 
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The Status of Apartheid : October 1986 to October 1987 

I regr~t that I am unable to report . significant progress leading 
to the end of apartheid and the establishment of a · nonracial 
democracy _in South Africa .. Indeed, the follpwing review of 
events : in South Africa since October, 1986 provides very little 
hope for optimism about. the immediate fu~ure . 

. ' . . 
The State of Emergency has not been repealed. Instead, the 
earlier decree was toughened, press restrictions were tight~ned, 
:and an increasing number of ·foreign journalists (including 
Arneric?ins) were expelled. Nelson M·andela, Govan Mbeki, Walter 
Sisulu~ and tither key prisoners have not been released~ Instead, 
the nu!llber of poiitical prisoners detained by the Government has 
vastly: incr.eased, including the detention of large numbers of 
minors, al though some det_ained children _were later set free. 

South Afric~ is not any clo~er in lite 1987 to respecting free 
speech -and · free .. political ._participation . by all. its. citizens. than 
it was· one · year ago. No timetable has been set for the 
elimination of the remaining apartheid laws. No clear and 
credible plan has been devised for negotiating a future political 
system involving all people equally in South Africa, and many of 
the legitimate representatives of the majority in t6at country 
are still "banned," in hiding, or. in detention. The Government 
of South Africa has not ended military and paramilitary 
activities aimed at neighboring states. Instead, such activities 
have been stepped up, as can be seen by Pretoria ' s April, 1987 
raid against targets in Livingstone, Zambia; its May, 1987 
incursion · into Maputo, the capit~l of Mozambique; and -the 
increase in unexplained deaths and disappearances of 
anti-apartheid activists throughout t~e region . . The cycle of 
violence and counterviolence between the South African Government 
and its opponents has, if anything, gotten worse. 

Internal Political Situation: Status of Race ~elations 

The absence of progress toward the end of apartheid has been 
reflected in generally negative trends in South Africa's internal 
political-economic situation during the past year. 

In the recent whites-only election in South Africa, the National 
Party attempted to exploit a nationalistic backlash to foreign 
1..nterference. Without any doubt, external factors played some 
role. in the sizable vote totals for the National Party's 
righ\:--wing opposition as well as for the ruling party itself. 
However the election results are interpreted, they appear to have 
put a brake on any inclination toward fundamental reform by the 
South African Government. They also helped to discredit the 

.' ·;l 
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anti-apartheid stand ·of the Progressive Federal Party and have 
put the current government in the position of having to deal with 
an official opposition which for the first time in 40 years is to 
the right, not the left . 

Even before the elections, and more so after their conclusion, 
the South African Government has spared no effort to stifle 
domestic unrest. This round of massive unrest, which began in 
1984, has been put down with harsh states of emergency. The 
detentions and other measures taken by the security forces during 
this period severely damaged the opposition groups inside the 
country, particularly the United Democratic Front, an umbrella 
organization corrunitted to the non-violent end of apartheid. The 
State of Emergency has resulted in the detention of much of the 
UDF leadership and the silencing of much of' the organization's 
political expression. While the State of Emergency has failed to 
crush the organization, it has nevertheless powerfully affected 
its strategies and put the organization on the defensive • 

.... .. .. . . • .. . 

The Government has also been cool to the KwaZulu/Natal Indaba, a 
convention representing all racial groups and a wide range of 
social and political organizations in the Natal Province. For 
many months the Indaba participants have been wrestling on a 
provincial basis with the great questions that must'be addressed 
by South Africans, including the creation of a nonracial 
legislature and the drafting of a bill of rights. This process 
has shown that South Africans are capable of difficult mutual 
accommodation to advance the cause of racial justice and 
representative government. Regrettably, the government has been 
slow to see the wisdom of encouraging such efforts at negotiated 
change . 

Equally disturbing has been the increase in regional tensions 
triggered in part by a sharp expansion of South African military, 
para-military, and covert operations. South African security 
forces have in the last year raided Livingstone in Zambia and 
Maputo in Mozambique, in violation of international law and, in 
the case of Mozambique, in violation of the Nkomati Accords 
(which established a regime of peaceful cooperation between the 
South African and Mozambican Governments). These raids, 
purportedly directed at the African National Congress, resulted 
in the deaths of innocent civilians. South African forces have 
also been engaged in a variety of other largely covert efforts in 
Swaziland, Botswana, and Zimbabwe aimed at keeping their 
neighbors off-balance and deflecting public attention away from 
the imperative of change at home and toward foreign sources of 
support for its opponents. Our sanctions were followed by an 
increase in such ill-considered actions. We have made our views 
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known clearly, but Pretoria appears less inclined to consider 
external views than was previdusly the case. 

Ferment in the White Community 
' 

A positive development has been the continuing ferment in the 
white South African conununity, reflecting, among many other 
internal · and external factor~) the messages of outrage and 
frustration sent by the United States and other interested 
nations. · = 1 

~articul~rly notable is the debat~ . occuring within the 
· subconununity of Afrikaans-speakers . . The last year has . se~n .the . 
candid~tes (during the May el~ctions) of the "independents" who 
broke away from their tradi.ti6nal phil6sophical home in the 
ruling National Party; the "~~voit" of the University of 
Stellenbosch academ{cs who deserted the National Party as a show 
of protest against apartheid; the increasing visibility of the 
extraparliamentary-opposition, ... exemplified by the former ... hea_d . of 
the ~regressive Federal Party, Frederick van Zyl Slabbert; and, 
most recently, the meeting in Dakar between le~ding Afrikaners 
and representatives of the exiled African National Congress, 
sponsored by· Slabbert' s Institute for a Democratic Alternative 
for South Africa (IDASA), and hosted by Senegal's President 
Diouf. 

Even within the government, there have been hesitant, heavily 
qualified statements from the Cabinet concerning "power sharing" 
and the need to negotiate with black leaders. South Africans 
have not yet identified a realistic formula on which to base and 
begin serious negotiations, but the issue is surfacing puplicly 
and is being di°scussed . Such· developments su.ggest that · despite 
all the negative things that have occured in recent years--the 
violence, killings, and repression--there continue to be forces 
at work in South Africa th·at yet may lead to progress toward a 
negotiated· settlement. South Africans are continuing to seek 
ways out of -the .. impasse. Today, it is clearer than ever that the 
travesty of apartheid is South Africa's to solve. 

South African Economy 

South Africa's economy is "open" by world standards in the sense 
that a relatively high percentage of its gross · domestic product 
derives from a combination of exports and imports • . South Africa 
is a trading nation, which suggests that its economy would be. 
relatively vulnerable to our sanctions. Yet this is not · 
nece~.,sarily the case. The nature of South Africa·'s exports is 
such that the majority of export earnings come from sales of 
primary products--gold and other metals and minerals--that . have a 

.· 
•: 
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ready market internationally whether or not we choose to buy 
them. 

After years of contending with embargoes on arms and oil, ~outh 
Africa has shown itself adept at evading sanctions. The easiest 
way to avoid sanctions is completely overt--simply shift to new 
export mark~ts. ~he evidence available to us . indicates that 
South Africa has been largely successful at developing new 
markets, both because of their willingness to undercut 
competitors' prices and because of the quality pf their products 
and the perception by much of the world that South Africa is a 
rel~able · supplier. . Although the sanctions voted by Congr~ss in 
1986 potentially affect a large ~ercentage of South Africa~ . 
industries, many still operate at capacity-- albeit with some~hat 
lowered profit margins--because of their iuccess in developing 

· new export m~rkets. New export markets for South African 
agricultural products, metals, and textiles have been found in 
the ~ar East, parts of the Middle East, and Latin--America and, 
most.·.ironic, ... .:in . the .. rest of ·Africa • . In_ .fact, ., South .Africa ' .s. -.... : · .. · .. :.- 
trade surplus has risen, not fallen, since we and our major · 
allies imposed trade sanctions last year. 

On the other hand, many of the commodities covered by U.S. 
sanctions were already . facing difficult international market 
conditions and chronic oversupply. It seems clear that sanctions 
exacerbated these problems and that some of ·the South African 
export industries have suffered some damage, including the sugar, 
coal, and iron and steel sectors. 

South Africa is slowly recovering from· an economic . recession that 
began in 1981. This re~ession and sanctions, combined with 

.the ~bsence of busin~ss corifid~nce and the resulting decline in 
new investments, have been major elements in· the country's ·poor 
economic performance. It is important to appreciate, moreover, 
that although the South African Government has been able to avoid 
some of the economic effects· of our sanctions in the short term, 
the long-term effect on unemployment and growth rates may well be 
more serious. There is a growing consensus among economists that 
a -combination of sanctions, South Africa's inability to attract 
foreign capital, and a variety of other factors will mean that, 
at best, South Africa's gross domestic product growth will. likely 
hover between 2.5 and 3.5 percent per annum for the foreseeable 
future • . Yet studies indicate ·that annual real growth of 5 to 6 
percent will be necessary to create jobs for the 350,000 new 
workers who will enter the labor force each year. To the extent 
that our sanctions contribute to a slowdown in real growth, we· 
wil~. have contributed both to an increase in unemployment that 

<· \•. 
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will hit blacks hardest; as population growth continu~s to 
outstrip econ.omic growth, and to an erosion of prospects for 
economic progress by blacks in the future; once apart~eid has 
ended . ! 

In fact, economic growth and the openness of ' the South African 
economy have been among the major forces eroding apartheid. They 
also offer the best chance of bringing about its . end. ' Black 
economic empowerment is one of the keys to progress. : !An open and 
dynamic economy provides jobs and skills for the majority of the 

. populatibn , provides the indispensable base for-trade unions to 
address their grievances , · and inevi-tably will improve educational 
possibilities foi blacks as erionomic ~rowth demands a better 
educated labor force. !; 

' ; . : . 

In the overal l economic context, a phenomenon worthy , of note is 
the -- trend toward disinvestment .among American-owned business 
firms .in .South .. Africa-. - ..... The _val ue of U. S. dir ect inve~tmen_t _in . 
South Africa has been cut nearly in half by disinvestment--frorn 
$2.4 billion in 1982 to approximately $1.3 billion in: 1986. By 
now, it is probably less than $1 billion. In most cases, U.S. 
firms have sold their South African holdings to their. local 
managers and/or employees. Most of the rest have been sold to 
other firms , usually South African white- owned competitors, at 
fire-sale prices. In v~ry few cases have these companies pulled 
up stakes altogether . Despite disinvestments, the products and 
services of departing U.S. firms remain generally available in 
South Africa. The main impact of disinvestment has been to 
damage fair labor standards programs. There is no question but 
that many projects in education , training, and . community . 
improvement funded by major toreig~ in~estors have been d~maged 
or eliminated. During the past decade , U.S. companies have spent 
nearly $200 million on such projects. Because of disinvestment, 
this vital source of manpower and community development 
assistance has been severely cut back. 

The concentration through disinvestment of more of South Africa's 
weal th in ,local white hands has, at least in. the short term, 
marginally enlarged the economic gap between the races. Blacks 
at present control only a minute fraction of the country's 
physical capital and share equity. Black-owned enterprises 
contribute only about 1 percent to the nation's gross domestic 
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product (although much more black economic activity takes place 
in the :informal ·sector and goes unrecorded) , and we doubt that 
black ownership totals more ·than about 2 percent of South 
Africa, 1!s capital stock~ 

Presiderntia.l Recommendations 

Sect.ion 501 (c) of the Act states that if . the Government of South 
Africa '. has not made significant progress :in ending the system of 

. apartheid and establishing a nonra·cial democracy, the President 
shall include in this annual· report ·recommendations on the . 
impos:Ltion of additional measures from among the five listed in 
that sub-section. 

The twb · sets of economic .sanctions imposed against South .Africa 
to date~-by Executive Order in 1985 and by statute in 1986--have 
sent a clear message to the ruling white community that the 
American people are outraged by the institutional injustice of 
apartheid ::and ··the -basic-.denial ._of human .. rights .that . it embodies • .. -
Although the South African white leadership has reacted defiantly 
toward these measures, and has · chilled the bilateral diplomatic 
relationship as a result, · the message . has clearly been 
registered. The America11 people have made their feelings clear. 

Yet the most important goal of the Act was to pressure the South 
African Government to meet the unarnbigµous prescriptions laid out 
in the Act itself. As indicated above, signi~icant progres~ bas 
not be.en made toward ending the system of apartheid and 
establishing a nonracial democracy in _South Africa in the twelve 
month period since the enactment of the Act. 

I have reviewed the suggested additional measures listed .in 
Section 501(c) in light of what we hope to achieve in South 
Africa as wel.l as the impact of those measures already taken. My 
conclusion is that the imposition of addition·a1 economic 
sanctions at this time would not be helpful in ~he achievement of 
the objectives which Congress, the American people, and I share. 
While the measures impos~d by the 1986 Act have registered an 
important message to the white South ·African community, and have 
contributed to our efforts to broaden our c·ontacts with black 
opposition groups, the impact has been more negative than 
positive. I am particularly concerned by evidence that these 
measures have caused increasing unemployment. for black South . 
African workers, especially in such industries as sugar 
production. and coal mining. While our sanctions have accentuated 
the \ pverall economic stagnation in South Africa, it is clear to 
me that their impact on the government itself and its political 
choices have not advanced our goals. The ability of that country 

. .' .,..., 
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to evade sanctions by finding alternate markets for its exports 
indicates that it would be futile ' to impose additional measures 
that would also be harmfµl to United States strategic or economic 
interests. In addition, our sanctions measur~s have made ~t more 
difficult for the United States to persuade the South African. 
Goverrune~t to act responsibly on human rights issues, to move 
toward negotiations, and · to restrain its behavior in the region. 
I believe that the imposition of additional measures, including 
those listed in Section 501.(c), would exacerbate these negative 

. developments without adding any additional positive benefits in 
support of our objectives. · For the~e . reasons, moreover,· I 
continue to believe that punitive sanctions are not the best way 
to bring freedom to South Africa. 

This experience has illustrated once again the very real 
constraints on the United States, or any other nation, _that tries 
to impose its own solutions to South Africa's problems. It. is 
clear that -in the heat of debate over sanctions against South 
Africa, · Americans -on both ; sides.· of . . the ·issue . overestimated .. ,the 
importance of the United States as a factor in the South African 
matrix. The impact of American sanctions ·to . date has been 
significant neither in hastening the demise of racism in South 
Atrici nor in punishing the South African Government~ 

What is needed on the part of the Unjted States is a period of 
active and creative diplomacy bilaterally as well as in · 
consultation with our al.lies and friends in Africa focusing on 
doing all that is ·possible to bring the peoples of South Africa 
together for rneaningfui negotiations leading to the building of a 
democratic society. The ess~nce of .this process is to state 
clearly what goals and · values we in the West support, rather than 
simply to reiterate what we oppose • . 

This was the purpose of Secretary Shultz' publ~c articulation on 
September 2.9th of the principles we bel.ieve must undergird a 
settlement of political grievances and the formation of a just, 
constitutional, a·nd dembcratic order in South Africa.. His 
statement delineates precisely the ~alues that w~ in the West __ 
stand for and wish to see addressed by s6uth Africans as they 
chart a future free of apartheid. It constitutes an attempt to 
challenge all parties in the equation· with a positive vision of a 
post-apartheid South Africa, and to lend our moral weight to 
those .many South Africans--a majority, ·r believe--who have not 
given up hope. 

\ -. .. 
:-.· .. 
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It is crucial in the coming period that we work with and, where 
possible, coordinate . policies with our principal OECD partners. 
Aside from the question of the 198~ sanctions measures--whic~ few 
of our key allies have adopted--our positions and policies are 
complementary with those of the OECD co~ntries, particularly the 
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany , and Japan. We 
must work with these nations and others to buttress the . Front 
Line States and the region; against destabilfzation and economic 
decay. We must support and encourage those South Africans, white 
and black , that are already at work breaking down the barriers of · 
fear, mistrust; and ignorance of· each other. We must continue to 
strive together through pciblic and private endeavor~ to ~s&ist · 
the non-white communities in .South Africa ~o prepare themselves ·' 
for their .rightful role after the inevitable end of apartheid. 
Most importantly, we must, together, push firmly for progress, 
change, ·and negotiation in South Africa, leading to a just and 
democratic future for that troubled nation. 

. . 
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The Honorable Walter E. Fa~ntroy (D-D . C.) 
From the 

Congressional Fact-Finding Mission 
To the Republic of South Africa 

January 5-10, 1986 

INTRODUCTION--Our Purpose 

As previously announced, the purpose of our mission was to 
review U.S . policy towards South Africa related to measures now 
pending before the Congress and to review the impact of recent 
changes in U.S. policy brought about by President Reagan's 
Executive Order imposing Jfmited economic sanctions. 

To make that assessment, it was our intention to meet with 
both the "victims" of apartheid and those .responsible for the 
development and enforcement of the system. Among the victims, 
we met with township people, young Blacks, labor, church, and 
anti-apartheid act·ivists and among the ruling white minority we 
met with leaders in business, education, and the government. In 
all we talked to more than 200 persons including the State 
President and Foreign Minister as well as the execut i ve 
1.eadership of the United Demo~ratic Front (UDF), the Congress 
of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) and the Chief Minister 
of the Zulu Tribe. 

We were denied ~ by the South African Governmerit our request 
to meet with the acknowledged leader of the South African 
majority population, Nelson Mandela. Moreover, we were not 
able to meet with Mr. Mandela's brilliant, courageous, and 
harassed wife, Winnie Mandela. The delegation did not have the 
opportunity to meet with leaders of the banned African National 
Congress (ANC) as we planned. when our trip was originally 
scheduled for December, 1985, although I did dispatch one of my 
staff persons to Lusaka, Zambia for two days while the 
delegation was touring South Africa, to have consultations on 
my behalf with members of the ANC general secretariat. 

The following impressions are offered in advance of a 
report that will be provided by the entire delegation at a 
later date. I have organized my impressions under three 
general headings: 

o Where Did We Go and With Whom Did We Meet? ....... 
o What Did We Learn? 

o What Do I Recommend As Future U.S. Policy? 

-more-



I. WHERE DID WE GO AND WITH WHOM DID WE MEET? 

We landed in Johannesburg, South Africa on Monday evening, 
January 6, 1986. On Monday, we met with leaders of the Council 
of Unions of South Africa (CUSA) after which we departed for 
the Black township of Soweto where we met with medical Doctor 
Nthalu Motlana and leaders of the Soweto Parents Crisis 
Committee. 

After ~ tour of Soweto, we returned to Johannesburg for a 
i'uncheon rilee'ting with Ms. Albertina Sisulu and a number of 
church. mixed-race and Indian ieaders opposed to apartheid. 

That afternoon. after a meeting with the business leaders 
who had gone to Lusaka to meet with the ANC at the offices of 
Anglo American, we drove to Pretoria where we met with Foreign 
Minister Rioelof "Pik" Botha. The three and one hour meeting 
with the Foreign Min1ster was followeq by dinner with a number 
of South Africa's business leaders at t~e home of the u. S. 
Embassy's economic cou·nselo r , Roderick fl'!. Wright. 

On Wednesday, January 8, we depa r ted Johannesburg for 
Capetown from which we traveled to the town of George where we 
met with the vacationi ng State Pr es id ent, P. W. Botha and the 
Minister for Development AID and Educat i on , Dr . Gerrot Viljoen 
in separa te meet i ngs. Following lunch with the Foreign 
Minister and other government a i des, we flew back to Capetown 
for a dinner meeting with Black and White business men involved 
in dialogue with the l ocal UDF, Boycot t Committees and Black 
community organizations . 

Thu r sday, January 9, began with a meeting at breakfast wi th 
Chief Mi nister Gatsha Buthelezi followed by a meeting with trne 
Reverend Allan Boesak, leader of the UDF . Afte r lunch with 
Gavin Relly, Chairman of Anglo American and a host of South 
African education leaders, including Dr . Stewart Saunders, 
President of the University of Capetown . we were taken on a 
tour of Crossroads, the Black township outside of Capetown, by 
Dr. Boesak. 

We met both the staff of the Health Clinic there as well as 
a gathering of the peopl~ of C~petown . That evening we 
participated i n a worship se r vice at the churc h of which Dr. 
Boesak is pastor. and l ater ret urned to Jo hann esburg. 

On Friday, January 10, we met in the morning with President 
El·i·jah · Barayi ··of the n:ewly formed COS-AT·i.! togeth·er with- a- number 
of his executive board members including Cyril Ramaphosa, 
General Secretary of the National Union of Mineworkers. The 
COSATU meeting was followed by a worship service at the South 
African Council of Churches and meetings arranged by our host, 
Dr. Beyers Maude with Black youth from Soweto township, the 
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Detainees Parents Support Commtttee, Black Sash and the senior 
staff of the South Africa Council of Churches. 

Thereafter, we prepared for departure from South Africa 
after learning it would not be possible to meet with Ms. Winnie 
Mandela or AZAPO officials. 

II. WHAT WE LEARNED 

I shall ~ummarize first what we learned from face to face 
talks with . the victims of apartheid and their representatives 
and then summarize what we learned from those responsible for 
the development and enforcement of the system. 

A. The Victims 

Six themes were sounded repeatedly during our dis
cussions with township leaders, . Black youth, labor 
leaders and anti-apartheid leaders. 

1. There is a perception that the United States is 
aligned with the Botha regime, aparth~id and 
their continued oppression. The limited 
sanctions imposed are viewed as ineffective. 
Public statements by President Reagan and news 
of Ame~ican support for Unita in Angola and the 
National Mozambique resistance in Mozambique 
tend to reinforce that perception. We 
encountered both ·hostility and disappointment. 
The words of our Declaration of Independence 
we~e often quoted to us: "All men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of 
Happiness--That to secure these Rights, 
Governm~nts are instituted among Men , deriving 
their just Powers from the Consent of the 
Governed, that whenever any Form of Government 
becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the 
Right of the People to alter or abolish it ••• " 

In response to their disappointment with us we 
often quoted President Reagan'~ public 

.!: a·sses~sment of where th·e American peo.ple are on 
apar-thei d often·: 

"This issue has touched some of the most 
sensitive nerves in our body politic ••• All 
of us agree that a system that deprives 73i 
of the country's population of basic 
political and human rights on basis of race 
is an afront to our national values and 
(that it is) a threat to the long term 
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stabflity of a region that fs important to 
our national interest." 

2. The victims of apartheid do not want to see 
apartheid Re-Formed; they want it abolished: 
not just pass laws. influx control. inclusion in 
a separate parliament, independent homelands, 
spruced up bantu education . They want to 
dismantle apartheid and establish a unitary 
state. not based on tribal and ethnic 
differences but on one person, one vote. 

3. They reject constructive engagement as a policy 
and call upon us to implement a policy of 
constructive disengagement until the South 
African Gove rnment ends the state of emergency. 
withdraws the security forces from the 
townships. eliminates the pass laws. influx 
control and forced removals , re leases Nelson 
Mandela and all political prisoners, lifts the 
ban on the ANC, allows the exiles to return home 
and begins meaningful negotia tions towards the 
establishment of a non-racial democratic 
government with majority rule and the protection 
of minority rights. 

Thus. they urged that we pass stronger sanctions 
including a ban on all new investments even if 
those sanctions cause them additional suffering. 
Sanctions are the~ non-violent tool 
available to the Free World to help them. 

4. The level of South African Government violence 
and repression is escalating. The daily 
arrests, brutal beatings, torture, and murder of 
innocent men. women and children continue. We 
talked to three terrified Black youths from 
Soweto who were arrested for attending a worship 
service, detained beaten and sexually assaulted 
by security police as a · part of their routine 
campaign to terrorize the black population. 
Black youth from Soweto told us it is unsafe to 
be out after dark because blood-thirsty SADF 
troops have fun shooting Blacks in the township 
by night. 

The leaders of UDF told us they are now 
prohibited from holding any meetings anywhere 
and that they are forbidden to organize 
protest marches. 

5. The Sullivan Principles build no pressure upon 
the government to change and are, therefore, 
useless. 
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6. The bitterness and despair of the oppressed 
masses in response to government brutality is 
leading inevitably to greater and greater 
violent responses to the repression of dissent . 

B. The Government 

Seven themes were sounded repeatedly by Gover~ment leaders: 

1. They are about to institute reforms in their 
apartheid laws. The specifics will be revealed 
when the Parliaments convene at the end of 
January, 1986 . 

2. They reject a one person, one vote, majority 
ru le government in a unitary state not based on 
ethnicity. 

3. They resent U. S. sanctions as meddling in their 
internal affairs and frustrating their efforts 
at reform. As s istance from the U.S. in 
expanding the economy will make reform possible. 

4. Opposition to the government's apartheid 
polic ies and proposed re forms is a radical, 
left -w ing , li beral. communist plot to undermine 
the most stable, and militarily powerful ally 
the U.S. has in the region. 

·s. The government is not responsible for violence, 
murder , and torture; it is the communist 
do~i~ated ANC and their UDF allies in South 
Africa. 

6. They are car rying on negotiations with homeland, 
tribal, and locally elected leaders among Black 
South Af r icans. Those leaders tell them that 
they want independent, self governing states and 
not a unitary state with one man one Vote 
majorHy rule not based on ethnicity. We met 
with one of the leaders t hey mentioned, Chief 
Gatsha Buthelezi, and he den ied not only being 
in negotiations with the Regime, but also 
insisted that he is opposed to the homeland 
concept. · 

7. They have not begun to use their capacity to 
inflict violence upon the Black opposition and 
their ucollaborators,u and if the violent 
resistence escalates they will use considerably 
more! 
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c. The Business Community 

Four themes were struck repeatedly by white business 
leaders in South Africa: 

1. Present U.S. limited sanctions are innocuous 
but are dangerous in that they may lead to 
stronger sanctions that would cause the rand to 
fall and plunge the economy into chaos. They 
oppose further sanctions. 

2. The reforms being talked about by the Botha 
Regime are good but are too little. too late. 

3. Negotiated settlement is the only constructive 
course and thus Nelson Mandela needs to be 
released, the ban on the ANC needs to be lifted, 
exiled South Africans returned and good faith 
negotiations begun. 

4. The escalating violence increases the need to 
talk to the ANC . 

III. WHAT I RECOMMEND 

have been been traumatized by what my eyes have seen, 
what my ears have heard and what my heart felt as I visited 
with a broad cross-section of the people of South Africa. The 
spectrum of those with whom we had lengthy taJks stretched from 
terrorized, embittered and determined Bl ack youth from Soweto 
to the State President, P. w. Botha, on vacation at the 
Wilderness Hotel in the town of George; with many business, 
labor, church, education, government and anti - apartheid 
activists in between. 

The picture that emerged for me is that of a white minority 
government and people on-the-one hand who are determined not to 
dismantle apartheid and who believe that with a combination of 
some reforms that will make its savage cruelties more palatable 
to its victims and the raw, naked power of their military, they 
will never have to give it up. On the other hand there is a 
Black majority with allies in the mixed·rac~. Asian and white 
communities of South Africa who will not accept the reforming 
of apartheid but are demanding that it be abolished and 
replaced with a system in which every citizen has an equal 
opportunity to participate in the political, social and 
economic life of the country. 

In the middle stands the United States and the rest of the 
world urged by the Black majority to impose stronger sanctions 
as the only non-violent tool left to us to help dismantle 
apartheid, and warned by the white minority that stronger 
sanctions will only create a situation where the government 



will have to become more violent in its repression of d i ssent, 
sparking a bloodbath that could destroy the nation. 

I have heard both arguments in depth now from the 
indigenouos authors of them, and I have conclud~d that it is 
worth the risk for us as people of conscience to deploy what I 
believe is the only non-violent tool left to us to bring about 
a peaceful so l ution to this wretched s i tuation. Accordingly , I 
recommend as the future course of our nat i on's pu blic policy 
and our people's private actions the following: 

l. That we impose stronger sanctions on South 
Africa; at the very least a ban on all new 
investments. 

2. That we as a matter of policy reject the proposal 
by some in our country that we provide aid to UNITA 
in Angola and the National Mozambique Resistence 
{NMR) in Mozambique in an effort to destabilize 
those countries or overthrow their governments. 

3. That individual U.S. citizens of conscience should 
cease their cooperation with the system of ap~rtheid 
by refusing to purchase goods and services from 
those who underpin the present government and system 
with their investments. 

4, Tha t we expand our program for stockpiling 
essential natural resources which we purchase from 
South Africa in anticipation of the time when the 
9overnment 's stubborn ref~sal to negotiate makes it 
impossible for South Africa to make those resources 
available for sale. 

5. At the request of COSATU, I recommend that General 
Motors and the Ford Motor Company cease purchasing 
platinum from Impala Platinum Holdin~. Ltd. until 
20,000 mine workers fired by the company last week 
are rehired and collective bargaining with the 
Natural Union of Mineworkers resumes. 
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Tired of reporter's '·double standards' 
1 am tiring quickly of Edwin Black's Jews-sliould-stop

being-1 riends-with-blacks articles - particula rly his 
repeated accusations . of "double standards." ( .. Bishop 
Tutu applies a double standard' to Israel." CJN, Jan. 31.) 

Double standards. Mr. Black must know, were not 
invented by blacks. They are, regrettably, thetife•blood of 
politics. Many of our own Jewish leaders, for example, 
decline to publiCly criticize Sharon, Eitan, et al, even 
though they privately loathe them. Should it surprise us, 
then. that many black leaders are reluctant to publicly 
criticile their own bigots - especially when goaded by 
outsiders? 

Black is also perturbed that Bish~p Tutu, when asked 
about Israel's involvement with South Africa, answered 
critically regarding Israeli training of South African 
police. What answer did he expect BishopTmutomake
"We of course despise a ny.-me who helps train the security · 
police, but if it's lsrad, it's OK?" As even Black admits. 

both Tutu and JesseJacksonrhave been very mild in their 
criiicism of Israel. and have gone out of their way to praise 
South African.Jewry. 

One more point about·double·standards. I am waiting 
eagerly to see if Black will take note of last month's 
Washington. D.C. testimonial dinner in memory of 
William-Loeb, the New'Hampshire publisher. loeb was a 
prominent right-wing Republican and a well-known anti
semite. The keynote speaker at the dinner .was Vice 
PTesident George Bush. I realize Black is very busy 
denouncing Louis Farrakhan, and anyone who didn't 
denounce Louis Farrakhan. But couldn't he find' a 
moment or two to denounce Mr: Bush? Or is a tribute to 
an antisemite OK as long as it~s done by a certified 
conservative R,epublican? Methinks I smell ·a double 
standard. 

JOE GELLES 
.Cleveland 

CCeo-ef Cl1't~i er~) /1,~s· . o( I 7 / b/l-
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CLEVELAND JEWISH NEWS Friday, January 31 . 1986 ~ 

Bishop Tutu applies a double standard. to Israel · 
sensitive about .. i1~ his public statements. 

R~· EDWIN RI.ACK 

Special to thl' CIN 
Bishop Oesmond Tutu has singled 0111 Jews in South 

Afril«t as the h.'adcrs oft he anti-apartheid mo\'Cmcnl. hut 
ill the samt' time esca lated his rhewric against Israel. 
calling it a "collahorator". with 1hc racist regime. The 
comments came during exclusi\'e in1crviews with Tutu 
;111d .lcsse Jackson dming the South African Nohel 
Laurcate's whirlwind 17-hour ,·isit to Chicago. 

ASKED WllETl-IER JEWS in South Africa were 
dnrng their part to opposo.: aparthl·id. T utu <illS\\'t•rctl. 
.. M u,t {lf the l)lllSt anding whit cs in Slllll h !\ r .. ica \\'hO ha \ 'O.: 

hcen in the forefront oft he struggle fllr just ice and 110.:ill'l' 
h:1vc bCl'll Jew~. 

.. You h:wc Helen Sul.man (Mcmher of Parliament 
who. with Harry Schwartz. founded the opposition 
Progressive Fedcrnl Pany) and many Clther out~tanding 
lawyers. docwrs and professional people who have hccn 
committed to the struggle." 

HOWF.VER. TllTll APPLIED a double s1and:1rd -
referring to the involvement of Israel and Arab states in 
South Africa. Tutu was asked ahou1 the ract that some 
70% of South Africa\ oil emanates from /\rah and 
Moslem oil states. He rcpliedamhiguously. " I would horc 
that if we are looking for non-violent. for peaceful 
strategies and one of these is economic pressure. it goes 
without saying tha t anything that gives comfort or 
support to a racist regime . .. ought not to he happening.·· 

In a follO\\'·Ufl question. Tutu was asked what Israel 
could do to further the anti-apartheid movement. He 
answered that both he and 1hcJewsofSouthAfrica"sh:1rc 
this one distress: that Israel. as a government. ha~ been 
known to n11/ahora1e with the South African 
government. .. 

ASKF.O SPF.OFICAl.l.Y what lsrncl should he 
doing. Tutu acknowledg.ed. "I am not worried :ihou1 
Israel's eC\)l1<'1t1ic involvement with South Africa. Thal 
docsn·1 concern me so much because I don't think it is 
significant. It is their collaboration over military and 
security th ings ... so chat South Africa isahlc to carr~· 0111 

~ During the i111cn·ie\\, .. lack,.on c.~hibitecl till' same ,1 ' douhk standard regllf'cling !\rah aml l~rnt:l i trade lin ks 111 

South .l\frica. Responding to South Africa'sdepcndl·ncl· 
on l\rah oil. .lack,nn rewakd ... I nll't wit h /\rah 
a111ha,., ad11r, in Bntain. W;i,.hing1nn and the U:\ . E:td\ 

Bishop D esmond Tutu (lell) and Mayor Harold 
Washington of Chicago. 

"I am not worried about Israel's 
economic involvement with 

South Africa . .. ;It Is their 
collaboration over military and 

security things." 
--Bishop Tutu 

such activities as hot pursuit. "Tutu's rcrcrencc was 10 the 
training of the Sout h African police. 

JESSE .JACKSON HAS BEF.N accompanying Tutu 
on various legs of his American tour. During the Chicago 
visit. the onl~· individuals at Tutu's side were Chicagll 
Mayor Harold W:1shington and Jesse Jackson. In private 
Jackson continually coached Tutu on "issues 10 he 

timl' I \\a,;uh·i.;ed that 1lw~ h;1wa polir~· pn,iti11na~;1111'1 
their oil going 10S11111 h ,\ fric;1. 11111 if there i' any e\·it.knce 
of oil hcing diverted llll So111h Af ... ica) on the high !-.ea,. 
they \\' ill take punitiw act ion :igainst t hnsccnrpnr;ll ions.·· 

Al)\'ISEO T ll ,.\T AIL\R 011. and JHl' 1.· iot1,. 
co11111111t1ity tran,.actinn' cxl·ccd l'\'cll that t1f South 
/\ frica \ grc:tll'St l r;idi ng parllll'r,. . .I al·ksnn re ma rkcd . 
"1\ll 1h;11 \\'Ccando is t11 maket heappca l."ll u1 rckrringto 
Israeli connection, . . lad:s11n dccl;in:d."To think tlwt our 
country is so geni.:rous in selling arms 111 brad and th;11 
Israel would then he collahnrating militarily with South 
Africa. Of course. it is very distastdul." 

brad\ weapons saks tnSout h Afru.:a have hccn mainly 
rwval patrol hnat' clc,igned to protect internat ional 
,hipping lane, ·· and this was priort111hc u;x·s 1979 arm, 
emhargo. The nilume of this trade is dwarfed hy South 
Afrirn\ main western arms supplier. France. and South 
/\frit<a's own now almost self-sufficient arms indust ry. 

/\skcd whet ha Israel's military connect ion was not 
minuscule compa red Ill others. Jackson ret orted . "h's 
real!~· irrck\'allt. I don't think any African nation sholltld 
sell Israel's e:ncmy C\'cn a .22 pistol. (l.ikcwisc). I don't 
1hink I srncl ~lrnu ld ~ell. "' a matter of principle and 
rrnctice. Ill South Africa even a .22 pisrnl." 

C"lintinuing 11n the ~uhjcc1 or trade . .lack~on in,is1cd. 
"So much of the ~la\ cry there is motivated hyt he greed for 
diamonds ancl gold . To the extent I hat gold a!1d diamonds 
leave South Africa rtnd go 10 Tel /\\'iv and on to Nt·w 
York. l.ondon. l'aris. and L.A.. that also is painful. Any 
trade is 100 much. Israel must hreak trade with South 
Africa." 

Tutu\ Cl)flltncnts ahout .lews per sc were the most 
positi,·e he has made to date. Despite continuing Jewish 
:lilt! Israeli Ctlmmit ment to racial equality in South Africa. 
·:·11111 has in the past rcpc;rtedly made inOammatory 
remarks. according to Rahhi Marc Tancnhaum. 

See TUTU I 17 
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Tutu 
Conllnued from Page 4 

in1cr·natiom:1l relations director of the American J ewish 
Committee. 

Tutu's inconsistent '"carrot and stick- rhetoric are pan 
of a ~slipper.y game he is playing with the Jewish 
community. - declares Tanenbaum. who has recently 
comoleted a fact-finding tour of South Africa . 
Tanenbaum reports that Jews in South Africa.a.re indeed 
du~licatin~ th~ 1_>Crformance of Jews in the civil rights 
movement in America. "The general consensus among 
Jews is and always h'!-s been outrage over apartheid."' 
expl;iins Tanenbaum. 

However. Tanenbaum warned that South African 
Jewry. established only during the 20th century. is in a 
precarious position. "The Miirxist groups there 
advocating bloody revolution will· not discriminate 
between whi te Afrikaaners and J ews." sugges ts 
Tanenbaum. "Yet the right wing Afrikaans 'Party-. which 
sided wit~ Hitler during the War. still maintains a strong 
antisemitic.ideology." ..... · ...... . -· ·--- .......... _. 

Israel's ·ir:ivolvement with the South African police has 
been relatively minor. according to Tanenbaum. "But I 
wish to God they would stop (or a ll theo_bvious moral and 

· political reasons." asserted Tanenbaum. " Israel does not 
even need to give a minor pretext to people to be 
scapegoated. T hey would be wise to put a moratorium on 
any cooperation with South Africa." · 

Bishop Tutu in the interviewtookasimilarstance. "The 
trade is almost symbolic.- said Tutu. "But we are saying 
isolate South Africa as much as possibte. militarily and in 
all other ways."' 

BISHOP TUTU, in the interview. als9 asserted that 
Israel can end its collaboration .by being "far more 
supponive. more openly supportive of our own liberat ion 
struggle ... firmly. firmly." On this issue. t()O. it appears 

the Hishnp is ;1gai11 singling out Israel apropos the Third 
World mi.:nralitv. 

J ews have known slavery - in Africa in the time of our 
anccsrnrs. in Europe in 1hc time of our parents. For this 
rea~oft they 1.tave a mandate to oppose api;!.rtheid in all 
ways - regardless. If Bishop Tutu wants Israel to spe-ak 
louder. perhaps she should. But in that case. Bishop Tutu 
must oren his cars and lis!en. Right now his hearing and 
vision is <1 tin le select in:. 

F.dwin Rlack 's syndicated weekly column is published by 
J6 Jewish newspapers. 
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World Reports 
Analyses of critical issues confronti~g the JeWish world 

May, 1986 

SOUTH AFRICA: THE SENSE OF DOOM 
By Warren Eisenberg, Director 
Internatiorial Cotincil of B'nai B'rith 

In September, 1985 I traveled to South Africa after ta~ing part in a mission 
of the American Jewish World Service to bring medical supplies to impover"ished 
Mozambique . The journey went throug~ Zimbabwe and Zambia, where we met with · 
the ANC <African National Congress>, exiled black South . Afric~n 
revolutionarie~. It provided unusual insights into the control South Africa 
exerts on the surr·oundi ng countries. 

I·am indebted to a number of people, including B'nai B'rith's Dr. · Boomie 
Abramowitz, Yossie Amtel, John Moshal and Peter Martin, for their hospitality 

· and efforts to provide wtth me candid views of their country, an exercise in 
many cases associated with pain. But others~ whites, Indians, coloreds; 
Christians, Jews, Hindus; attorneys, newspapermen, members of Par~iament, the 
Jewish Board of Deputies, human rights leaders, clergy, businessmen; the. 
famous, the ·important, and simply people on the street, took the time to talk, 

· to rearrange schedules to ~ee me. There were more than one hundred people in 
eight days--legends like Alan Paton, the 82 year-old author who lifted the 

. veil on the perniciousness· of apartheid with his Cry the Beloved Country-, and 
Helen Su.zman. who stood a:s the lone voice of opposition t6 the gover·nment for 
16 years. There were Mewa and Ela Rangobin, he on trial for treason <since 
freed>, and she, the granddaughter of Mahatma Gandhi. I saw Sheena Duncan, 
.the head of Black Sash. the white women's dghts organizat.ion and Terius 
Myburgh, editor of the Sunday Times of Johannesburg. There were the Gerings, 
Leonard and Nina, he, a legal defender of political victims, .she, active in 
the education of black youth. There were just plain people who spoke openly 
about . their fears. · 
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~or Sb~th African~. the events of 1985 traumatized their country. Resistance 
to moral"ly repugnant apartheid manifested itse·lf in demonstr·atior.is by blacks 
·Which were interrupted by the police tear gas and bullets. Violence spread 
·and spilled over into white areas. White businessmen broke the taboo by 
traveling to Lusaka to see the banned, outlawed ANC. This action suggested to 
white South Africans that perhaps ANC and their jailed leader, Nelson Mandela, 

· might need to play a role in any negotiation for power. Until now, this 
concept was treated· as dealing with communist devils. Predictably, the 
gove·rnment apaftheid pol icy has exacerbated differences among black tribes, as f 
well as amoung all ethnic and racial groups. The argument used by the 
government, in pointing to failure to solve the problem of racial inequity is 
"there is not one single black voice." And they have done their best tot 
emphasize tribal' differences, and to play blacks against each other. What's 
more they have established puppet rulers of bantustans who resist parting with 
the trappings of false power. Ne~ertheless there is growing sense of unity in· · 
opposing apartheid among the disenfranchised, and it is affecting wh~tes as 
we 11. · 

The prime force for change h·as been the downturn tn the economy . This once 
insuperable South Africa indust.rial economy. has been hur.t by droughts, by 
l!ne111ployment, uncertainty and a rollercoastering drop in the rand from-$1 .30 
in 1983 to $. 37 :in the fa 11 of 1985. These reversals in the economy, the 
threat of European· and American disinvens·tment, have destroyed the illusion of 
South Africa's indespensability to the Western world. • 

Sol!th Africans ta1k incessantly about race and fea~. For whites there is the 
f~ar of m~jori~y ~lack rule and loss of power ·and status . For blacks and 

· otber~ di~enfranchised there is f~ar of violence. For blacks, Asians, and 
coloreds, ending apartheid has long been ·an accepted goal. For whites, the 
concept° ha.s been difficult to . ima.gine, but mqre. of them are moving to accept 
the ·piinciple of equality; It is the application th~t conjures up uneasiness 
about the future: · 

·For the government, the answer is simpler. The official line out of Pretoria 
is, "Apartheid is Dead." · 
. . 
Admittedly there have been changes, but the beast of apartheid has barely been 
wounded. · There. a,re cosmetic ~hanges like the end of segregated rest rooms in 
certain shopping centers, the end of segregated theaters in specific locales, 
the elimination of the mixed marriage laws; the creation of a Parliament for 
Indians and coloreds, attenuated by a white veto on al 1 actions; the 
integration of secdnd clas~ trains so that whites now ride first class and 
board through separate station entrances. · 

Unti l n.:::~·1 blacks paid for ele.menta1·y educatidn and whites received it free. 
The result is 50 ~ercent illiteracy among blacks and universal literacy among 
whites. The new plan is for a unified education department, with fees charged 
to al 1 students. 
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However; the most pernicious features of apartheid continue. The. Group Areas 
· Act, which governs the residence and livelihood of blacks, is still in force; 
however, the government has announced the end of influx control whtc h ~~quires 
the used of the passbook used to verify a black's right fo be present .in a . 
specific area. :rhe new concept is· for everyone to ·carry passbooks. But .the 
question remains · whethe~ the government will apply more ·repressive measures 
against black activists. · · · 

All of these tortured features of legal racism have bee~ designed to as$ure 
white supremacy. A whole racist literature was in force in the schools and 
the church <particularly the Dutch Reformed, which has . the al legi ance of most 
Afrikaners> to establish scientifically the i~feriorlt.y of blacks. According 
to Alan Paton, much of this expression is dying ~ 

The situation tod'ay makes it more difficult to perpetuate the propaganda 
absorbed by most whites over the last gene ration. · They ·portrayed themselves 
a·s an invincib fe nation,. rich in strategic minerals needed by the world, and 
impe.rvious to outside pressure--whether from surrounding African state.s or 
potential boycotters among ·the Western democracies. 

The Nati.onalis t Party government .of State President Botha, · like its 
predecessors, has mesmerized its own people into believing that they are a 
bulwark against communism, black radicalism, and corruption in the rest of 
Africa. Yet South Africa does what it can to intervene and mak• life 
difficult in suirounding countries like Mozambique, wh~re fhey fund tefrorists 
to wreak destruction. Occasionally they send in their own troop s to do . the 
job. Despite the pretense of the great efficiency in South Africa's own 
system, blacks see corruption everywhere . "The white m~n doesh't want to end 
apartheid because he can pocket ·extra money from it," s.aJd a cab driver who 
just bailed out his brother fqr a passbook· violation. "Can you imagine how 
many blacks are .arrested· each day?" · 

With whites living in opule.nce that rivals· the best ·of ·southern California, 
blacks live at the edge of the Third World without, in many cases, electricity 
and running water. If they want to improve their lot they are expected to 
make payoffs to petty officials. · · 

Nevertheless, against the backdrop of turmoil, the coJrts have b~en staking 
out a more positive position; newspapers, too, are strugg.ling against 
repressive requirements to ·disclose details of stories to the government 
before publishing, and the more enterprising papers publish details of police 
violence, inquiries into ·bruta.lity and editorials attacking the government. 
Whjle the print media adds to public information and restiveness, state 
controlled television, gives limited coverag~ to events, and takes a lihe 
supporting government effort~. · 

What has developed ·is a schism. Activists feel the government is constipated; 
they >ee P1·esident Botha as an "apaatchik who has gone farther than he 
dreamed. but his job is to defend Afrikaner ·domination and he's run out of 
a r t f u 1 ~·i a vs to de a 1 . i,ii t ~ the pre sent c r i s i s . " 
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Others see Botha paving the w~y for ending apartheid over a sixty year period, 
and intranslgents are dlgglng ln .for a battle to defend white supremacy. The 

· message which h.aunts the country is repeated over and over: "Rhodesia held 
out for. fifteen years. We can hold out much . longer and it will be bloodier." 
There is one positive note, however. ·South Africa has an amazingly large 
coips of sophisticated, educated blacks, coloreds~ and.Indians who made it 
past the barricades of apartheid by dint of their own spirit and will ·to 
succeed. This puts the country in far better shape than. any other African 
state in which colonialists left a legacy of depletion and i~norance. 

SOUTH AFRICAN JEWRY 

The small but productive South African Jewish community feels itself caught on 
the edge pf the country's racial . tension. There is feaP of the .anti-Semitism 
of· extremist whites, just as there is fear of the anti-Zionism of radical · 
.blacks, coloreds and Asians. which can also translate into anti-Semitism. 

"Jews are whites. And like most white·s they fear the future. They fear the 
unknown," one rights leader told me. And like most whites Jews are split on 
their political approach to ending apartheid and fi~ding a way to enfranchise 
South Afrlca's black majority. 

There is a strong Sl!spicion · that a.high proportion of. South Afric:a'·s Je·ws 
joined other English speaking ·south ·Africans in a move ·towards the Nationalist 
Party, when Presiden~. PW Botha c·a.s.t off the mo.st extremist elements in a drive. 
for the center. Well educated and prospe:rous, the .. Jewish community of 118,000 
boast~ riumerous industrialists. professors and medlcal professionals, as well 
as businessme.n. Nevertheless, Jews en masse are probably more · 1.iberal than 
other. whites . "There's a higher percentage ·of Jews ri·sking their necks for us 
than anyone e 1 se." an ANC <African Nationa 1 Congress-> spokesman to 1 d me when I 
was in Lusaka, Zambia. Said Sheena Duncan, head of a women's rights 
organization, "Black Sa,sh. would collapse without Jews . " 

· Among the key busfnessmen who are pressing the government to end apartheid 
there are. a substantial number of Jews. ~lhat Is more, one of the l I bera l i zing 
forces in interpreting the country's racial laws is the court; and there is 
visible Jewish pre.sence among · jurists. ·However, the race issue . poses a 
dilemma for many Jews. During· a Rosh Hashanah service at a reform· temple in 
Johannesburg, the young · rabbi sermonized, "We a0lw'ays ask ourselves 'What is 
good for the Jews?' What is good for t~e Jew: is .what is right. My hostess 
th~t evening Informed that she agreed with the rabbi, but she suspected that a . 
large portion of the overflo~ crowd was uncomfortable with the rabbi's 
message, whjch they could dismiss. because "he Is an American." · 

l'lke most .whites, as well as other groups in South Africa, the Jewish 
community is ID turmoil. Despite this anxiety. the Board of Deputies of South 
African Jews, the governing voice for . J~ws, issued · a strong declaration in 
1985 calling for an end to racic;l discrimination and commitment to justice and 
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equal opportunity. Yet pervading the Jewish community is a deep concern about 
majority black rule, which is heightened not only by the government's attitude 
but by Jewish refugees from white ruled Rhodesia, now black ruled Zimbabwe. 

Another concern of the Jewish community is the relationship with Israel. 
Zionism has great strength among South Africa's Jews. There is a close bond 
which is demonstrated by frequent traffic between the two countries. In a 
place as isolated as South Africa, the government seeks to make more of any 
existing relationship, so to a large extent it attempts to foster the notion 
of closeness to Israel. And it views as benign the relations between South 
Africa's Jews and Israel. "Many of us fear," opined one Zionist, "that under 
black rule this relationship will be prohibited by people favoring the PLO." 

ISRAEL ANO SOUTH AFRICA 

In the sordidness of the wor ld pol it i cal market a popu lar commodity is the 
t linking of Israel with South Africa. If, in the rad ical parlance of the Third 

World, "Zionism is racism," then 1t is a short step to tie the Zionist state 
Israel with "racist South Africa." Most damaging ly, this linkage started at 

., the United Nations where Resolution 3379, cla iming that "zionism is racism," • 
~ passed overwhelmingly on November 10, 1975. The thought was conceived by the 
~ Soviets, proposed by the Arabs, and executed by Third World countries as small 

price to pay for what they thought wou ld be Communist and Arab economic 
support; besides, the chant against Zionism was also an attractive way to 
attack the United States· and Western countries which are both capitalist and 
former colonial powers. ' 

The UN's imprimatur on a repugnant concept has given substantial ammunition to 
Israel's enemies; but the linkage to South Africa adds another dimension. 
There is a mindless willingness to be l ieve the worst about Israel as the prime 
supporter of South Africa . The facts notwithstanding, $142 million in imports 
from South Africa (1983) and $69 million in exports to South Africa, are 
treated as heinous, and significant factors, despite the fact that the imports 
constitute on 0.75 (three-quarters of one> percent of South Afr ica 's total 
exports. Black controlled Africa's $769 million ln imports from South Africa 
and $288 million in exports to South Africa, are vie•.ved by uitics of Israel 
as a measure of African dependence on South Africa. Tr"ade with the United 
States ($3.762 billion) in exports and imports do not raise the hackles that 
Israel's aggregate $211 million does. 

More significant is the fact that zealous critics pretend that tr"ade beh.,reen 
the Communist bloc and the Arabs is non-existent. While the overt trade does 
not look like much, $48 million overall with the Soviet bloc and $60 million 
with the oil exporting Arabs, a number of sources point to an under the table 
trade which runs deep in oil. Both the New Republic Magazine and Yosef 
Abramowitz in his monograph .Jews, Zionism and Sout~ Afri~ published by B'nai 
B'rith Hillel, point to substantial dealings during the oil embargo which 
exceeded $3 billion a year. The Saudis and the United Ar·ab Emirates. as 1vell 
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as Iraq, Egypt, Syria, Jordan and . Yemen are maj6r markets for . South African 
gold, with a value,estimated to exceed $6 billion year. 

The most damaging charge used against Israel is that it supplies South Africa 
with arms, and whil~ Israeli answers to the claim are fuzzy, it was reported 
to me in South Afiica that even East German arms are part of the military 
stockpillng. What's more, South Africa is a major producer of weapons, and it 
has developed a br:isk trade with Jordan, Morocco, Iraq and Somalia. Leading · 
t .he battle to denigrate Ifrael for any trade with South Africa are many of the 
covert trading partners who protest .the Zionist link to the white dominated · 
"racist state . " 

Ironically one Israeli prime minister .wanted to break relations with South 
Africa . That was Golda Meir, who cherished a positive relationship with a 
number of African states. She was dissuaded from severing fies because of the 
presence of the South African Jewish community. Though Israelis have long. 
expressed their opposition to apartheid, the voice of Prime Minister Shimon 
Peres has been stronger. Moreover, there is a drive among some members of the 
Knesset to press for action against South Africa. 

Despite Israel's record and· supposing some action~ in some 
quarteis--comm~nfsts, Arabs, radicals <i~cluding Amer1cans>, anti-Semites--the 
political campaign to link zionism to ~parthei~ will continue.· 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE AGAINST APARTHEID • 
As the wind for change has grown within South Africa, ext.ernal pressure has 
also grown. Sensing the moment, b.lack-led groups in the United States have 
stepped up the campaign for legislat•ve action to apply sanctions to South 
Afr1 ca for f~ i lure to end apartheid. • . . 

Hopi-.ng to hold off stringent action, the Reagan administration enunciated a 
poli'cy of "constructive engagement 11 designed to reward positive action~ \!iithin 
South Africa. and to underwrite multiracial programs rath~r than punish the 
Botha government for failure . 

. If'! 1985 force.s 1n Congress which viewed these actions as ineffective, began 
moving td pass legislation to bar new investments in South Afri~a. to end the 

·sale of Krugerrands, and to implemerit new measures to curtail American . 
economic involvement. ·within Congress there was also criticism that t~e 
Sullivan Principles <the work of · black pastor, Reverend Leon Sullivan) . 
designed for US firm compliance with a workforce integration code was limited 
to only One percent of the South African job field. the Sullivan Principles 
were also a cornerstone of the Reagan policy. · · 

When it appeared the. President v1ould suffer a defeat from· a Cong,.ess, bent on 
action. he announced li~ited sanctions through executive order rather thah 
through legislation. The reaction from Pr~toria was that no one was going to 

· tell South Africans how they handle their inter~al matters . . 
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What's more, the Reagan "cbnstructive engagement pdlicy'' ·has been increa~ingly 
criticized as a failure, since the Botha government has shown little 
inclination to make sufficient changes in apartheid . Recently, the architect 
of the Reagan policy, Assistant Secretary of State for .Afrfca, Chester · t 
Crocker, called for "one man, one vote"; this represents ·a· serious depai:ture 
from past policy, but no one else in the administration . has commented on it. 

Meanwhile the Botha government has effectively banned tel~vision coverage of 
the daily demonstrations which has. reinoved the sight of beating and kill-ing 
blacks off from home television screens in Western countries. At the same 
time South Africa h~s embarked o~ a public relations campaig~ to deal with 
"disinformation . " 

Nevertheless, pressure continues in the United ~tates for tougher legislation, 
which wi 11 be introdu<::ed in the late· spring of 1986-. Among· Jewish groups 
there has been a growth of inter~st in supporting dl°vestmenf ; althoug~ the 
American Jewish ~ommunity is split over fear that such action will adversely 
affect South African Jews. d 

The big question looming over South Africa is how can it move fast e.nough to 
balance the majority's demand for justice _against an unmov~ble minority of 
whites ' .demands for no change, and still head off .a violent explosion . A 
sense of doom pervades South Africa . 
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Forty years after: Germans Facing History--A Personal Experfence 
<Delivered to B'nai B'rith Forum April 14, 1986 fn Washtngton by 
Klaus-Hennfng Rosen, Counsellor to former Chancellor Willy Brandt.> 

It seems to belong to the nature of human betngs that countries regard each 
other with mistrust: as long as there are national states, caution seems to 
be necessary. Sometfmes, of course, lookf ng over the fence at your nef ghbors 
distracts the mind from one's own affairs, and from one's own short comings. 

With differing intenstty we Germans have been the object of critfcal or even 
susptcious attention by our neighbors. That should not be suprising: 
Reviewtng the past 125 years of our hf story, we have too often been--to put it 
mildly--the chief culprit in Europe . 

When Jews look at Germany with special reservation and uneasiness, the reason 
is even more obvious: Jews are the victims of · race-hatred which has been 
cultivated stnce the end of the 18th century. The roots are much further back 
in history. People in Germany did not like the Jews , though living with them 
in a symbiotic state for hundreds of years. Germans pondered how to get rid 
of them. Friendly ones--e.g. the philosopher Johann Gottlieb Fichte <he lived 
from 1762 to 1814>--suggested sending them to their Land of Promise; less 
friendly ones intended to deprive the Jews of their Jewishness by fn tegrattng 
and thus assimilating them; ill-will people--e.g. the Prussian Minister von 
Schroetter--even wished them slaughtered. Maybe in other European countries 
public· optnton did not differ greatly, since race-hatred against the Jews was 
not merely a German phenomenon. However, only the Germans managed to let the 
verbal hatred be expressed in the systematically planned exterminatton of the 
Jews. 

Today, 30,000 Jews live fn Western Germany , some 6,000 in the Eastern part. 
Before 1933, they numbered 500,000 in the German Reich. 

New generations--a Jewish as well as a non-Jewfsh one--have grown up, since 
the mass killings of Jews and others were brought to an end by the allied 
powers. So, the question is indicated: what are the traces of the murder of 
5 or 6 million Jews, the persecution and death of Gypsies and Slavs as well as 
homosexuals, Jehovah's witnesses or Communists and Social Democrats, mentally 
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and physfcally disabled. · How can the demcicracy .that followed the Deutsche 
Reich--w~i~K ·~as a German and riot a Nazi R~ich--cope w~th the cruel reality. 
In fact. the Federal Republic succeeded not only in ·the temporal b~t in the 
national sense. Above all: inherttanc~ cannot be reduced to the as~ets; this 
national succession also comprises the debts. The waiver of inher itance is 
unknown in the life of nations, least of a11 1s it possible to cancel the 
moral obligation. 

I may deplore it, I may resist being tied up· in such a conti.nuity and to be 
judged by the misdeeds of those Germans who were born before me. Yet, I 
cannot accept the easy way by referring to the date of my birth. Nor do I 
regard that as a b 1 es s i ng--f ar from it. It is--for me--more a burden, if not 
even a disgrace, to have been left to explain, to answer, to repair, what I 
·did not destroy. As I conside.r the date of my birth a favor only in that as 
it kept me from the necessity to do the right thf ng in situations in' which I 
could have f'ai1ed. The majority of German.s did so. by turning off, by' · 
swallowing the decisive word., by following the easy road ~fa fellow traveller. 

I do not accept the concept of "collect.ive guilt" for those who paved Adolf 
Hitler's way: I do not consider them as be.fng guilty of. the crimes committed 
by the·. dictator and his regfrile. If that is so; · there can also be a 
collective guilt for those who survived Hitler, not the le.ss for tho~e who 
were born into the defeated country or into the new re.public. Gui1t--lawyers· 
are strict in that--is a very personal . matter. However the lack of guilt does 
not exempt me from responsibility and liability. lt ·may be uncomfortable for 
the posthumous to be involved in the crimes of . their ancestors or their time, 
to be accountable for them. I myself react .rather cynically upon that 
defense : I ask.; was 1t uncomfortable to be interned, shaved, gassed and · 
burned? To be one of the 6 million Jews? · Is ft comfortable to have survived 
k_nowi ng "There, but for the grace of God gq I, 11 that I could have been one of 
the ·6 millions? Has it uncomfortable to be a Jew and to know that mere 
Jewishness was a death sentence under Nazf law? Hho in the fa~e of such 
~rimes has the right to claim that mentioning them make~ him feel 
"uncomfortable"? 

II 

My question was, what are the traces that the death of the millions left among 
the people that bore the murderer$~ At a first glance there seems to be a · 
pos i.tt ve answer: 

* 

• 

Many of the survivors came back, there is a new generation. 
Immigrants come from the Sov.iet Union and other countries. · But ·Jews 
fear that they will have to leave again one day and others cannot 
~tand ·1;fe in Germany . 

Jews have regained thetr place tn political and cultural life~ they 
publish the Jewish Weekly. But every week they face new Nazi papers 
mocking the Jews, sowing the seeds of anti-Semitism. 
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- Relations befweefr :the · Stat~ - and · the jews ·ar-e correct. even friendly. 
But in most cases officials just take notice of Jewf sh functionaries 
while the multitude of the 30,000 Jews live .in. seclusion. ~ 

• : , • • • • l ~ • • • ' . ..,. 

jewi~h annfv~rsarles·' receiv~ polf~~ at~e~tion, · the h~ads of state 
publish mess~ge~· and pr~f~e the role 9f the Jews ~" - the new 
democracy: theydeplore ·the "Holocaust"which i~-modified by such 
epithets 'as "terr.ible'_' .and 11 fragfc" .. But what_ fs .all this worth 
when, at the sam~ time, J~ws hear a Germa,n mayor r~conunending the 
ldlHng of. rt.'ch ·Jews to cover foe ·mun1cipal budget? _"._· - _ 

Germans support the ~stablishment of a holoca~s.t ipell.lQrial. But why 
. . . di dn·i t ·we manage : to set . up 'fliOn·umen ts to .honor tne ' v Jct f ms of the 

c·amps?· · '· · · · . ·_ · . · · .. 

Orie "year agb··you could folfow ~h~ contn;w·ersy--reafly .~ trave.sty--about the 
comme1nqration of May 8, 1945,- -the unc·ondltional surrender ·of the Nazi Ref ch. 
We had a very "German" problem, t . e·. a princ;fpal dis.cuss ion about the n~ture 
of. such ·cominemor"ation~. · _Was rt a ·day O'f defeat ·or even a," day of disgra~,e; or 
~ere we. to regard'·it:as ·a q~y of' libera.t~on ii.!1d'.rllouriling_ fqr· th~· SO mtlHon 
·vtcti_ms"..of tti"e-·Nazis: and of Horlq ~ar .II? . Qff,cials ,~ho p-lan .. ned your 
Presid~·nt"'s state Vi;Sit wan.ted t.o' 'demonstrate. r.~C.Of)Cilf.a:.~i,on transcending the 
toinbs ' of ·soldiers': ~nf~rtu·na-te.ly,' the Q.i~bur_g mili,tary cem.etery they chose 1s 

· ·the burial place not of · us;-s.oldi~rs· but of .SS-·soldie-q .. . Why d1d we need 
· · p4bli._t, tn most icases -Jewish :p_rotest~ to· reme_mber. _that May 8, 1945, does not 

only mean the end of killing soldl .er·s but also the Hb·eration of the camps? 

What strikes nie is this: When German g~vernment offic.ials. a·re faced with the 
end of World War ·n-. they first :seem.to assoc1ate. t_f with"German" victims. 
Of. course·; ·many_"Germans:'.' lbs't thelr JiVe"s· as· so)diers, · a~ · ~ivil'ians. and nad to 
leave their homes. : I do not ·minimize that. But . is not 'the. lamentation of our 
own loss~s aHo-an·· insult to the 11.l~ny vi·ctl-ms wtio'· had· n9t br.o.ught up the 
-diet.a.tor· in 1933, ·tn compariSori to those who had pav_ed the -way for the evil 
and had been .. caught. up" w1th "it after~ardf? · And isn't i.t also true that the 
inma·tes· of . the· concentration camp~ "al so were Geqilans--even m~ny of th~_ Je1.,.:~ , 
too'? And ·isn't it .worth honoring the non-German victim.s .. too? .The mechanism 
of · repres~t-0n seems _td be t~~tcil _ f6r G~rmany'~ ap~~6acb to history, it 
elevates them all into the rank o.f v_tctims. Ev.erybody pretends to have 
~uffered under -the 'Nazis:..:-a"s if the Na,zis had ·come from some outer galaxy to 
~ermany.· · 

:• ... . .... 

III. 

Ger~ani d~d a ~6t ' to =r~mo~e th~ ruin~. - to ~epai~ ~amages, to dry tears, even 
to learn ·from what the "Naz-1 s tiad done :. However, urirestri cted contentment has 
never b~en the case: · · ' .. 

I • : 

* German·s . but rt· new ·towns, m6de'rn fador1e.s, contrriu~d. to .:complete the 
network 'of -the autobahns <which, ·for many Germans, still is the 
positive aspect of Adolf Hitler>. Isn ' t it m~ndane to make the 
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destroy~d country habitable again? However, this does not meet our 
expectat]on . this kind of good behavior could keep the Germans from 
remembering Auschwitz. · 

Germans indemnified the victims and called tt repair . As 1f money 
could undo what had happened . To make things worse:, to some extent, 
they not act voluntarily but from Allied pressure. Germans 
endeavored to compensate former army generals and their widows more 
quickly; they moved to secure former Jewish property for the new 
owners to idemnify 11Getman 11 victims. By contrast. up to now, there 
has not and yet been paid .a general compensation for Jewish forced 
labor. -

Today. when politicians ·$peak about i~de~nification they proudly 
refer to the investment for investigations into the history of Nazis 
rise and fall. their crimes and philosophy. There were countless 
special information programs for school, -rad1o an~ TV stations. They , 
have run hundreds Qf films and essays. ·· 

Nevertheless~ there have been and still aie old and new Nazi 
activities, like swastikas at synagog·~e·s. soccer f~ns showing Nazi 
emblems and calling the rival fans 11 Jews•i. When:ever a discussion 
comes up, .it is evident that lack of knowledge about Nazis is not 

.. cqmflned to school. And at the same. time politic'ians caution us 
against red!Jlcing German history to "the dark. twelve years" . I am not 
sure that the Naz1 evll can be outweighed. by pointing to romantfcailly 
transfigured periods of German history . 

A few w~eks ago, Cerman TV-stations presented Claude Lanzmann's 
"~ho~h''·: Nine and a half hours of survivors revfsitlng the camp 
site. No statistics, no technical explanation, just personal stor1es 
which moved our hearts . . German TV-viewers a·lso saw the Holocaust 
TV-series several years ago .. Maybe it was a soap opera, but· ft 
touche~ us deeply. It showed the victims as individuals, 6 million 
chtldren, parents, and nei~hbors. The_problern of ptcturlng Nazism 
was the abstractness. And t~ere w~s the attempt to .reduce the 
problem to one person, Adolf hitler, maybe together with a few . 
scoundrels surrounding him. Of course, Adolf Hitler had planned to 
create the pure Aryan race. But he had not hidden h1s ideology. 
Before 1933, "Mein Kampf" published in 1924 had been sold in 300,000 
coptes . The problem ts that, hardly anybody had ever read it. So tt 
is a falsification to hold him responsible alone. 

. Justice is the most crucial aspect of Germany's approach to recent 
history. Ri9ht now, the Frankfurt Court of Assizes hold the trial 
against three doctors accused of mass murder . · They had worked on the 
euthanasia-program T4 . Although the investigations had ~tarted as 
early as 1961, no medical council ~as been objecting against the 
continued practicing and making good money of these "angels of .death 
of yonder time". The case, that will probably be the Jast one of 
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grea_t t mportance, had been. -~uspend~d for ten years . To the 
defendants--a 11 t n therr· se·venti es:.-justf ce P.erhaps wrll never be 
done t n th ts wor 1 d. · · .. · 

The prosecution of Nazi criminals had started w_ell. A few weeks 
af.te.r the liberation of the camps .th_e Allies -put .. the guardsmen of 
Dachau, Bergen-Be 1 sen , Buchenwa 1 cf, and other camp_s. on tr ta 1. . . .. . . . . 

. . . . . . 

Untt 1 1950, betwee_n SQ a:~d 60,000 Getman.s )itere· '-~~ued for war crimes by 
A111ed courts . . . Jn December 1.945', . the 'Nl.iremberg -~11itary Tr1bunal had 
taken up .f ~s work . . G~rman court~·" which had. tia_nsferred their 
jurt~diction tp the Allies, start~d sJowly . . The head of the 
inve~ttgatton off~ce . explained later th~t ·the courts were busy wf th 
everyday eri mes--f 11 i c'i t - trade· seemed to be more important than Nazf 
crimes. Af.ter 1950, th'e nuinber· of· cases decreased once more and ft 
has been but :i.n 19~8. 13 years aft.er Hor.lq Har · II, that a. systematic 
investigation f nto ctim_es co'mmitt,ed .i!l ·the otc~jpfed terr·itories and 
in the c_oncentration camps was in_iti_ated. · 

Although ther·e have been 1mport~nf.t~·ses: high s·en.tences, all .went 
· very, very slowly~. .. . = · 

* " "_ To .some . extent, the .reason' for t.h.is._ reluc't~nc·e: can be . l inked up 
, with tn the .. _ cont-i nuity of t.he- juggeS-;:..,._none of them. were ever 

. . .. pros.ecuted, pnly. a few took t~et r.' leave . . . One· forqier military judge 
· .safd, ·"what had .been right be.for.e 1945 c:oultf not be. wrQng 

afterwards." In the beginni~~. ~th~ e~posure of· the so· far unknown 
Nazi c:rimes found a very positive coverage in the . liberal press .. 

. . . · The.re,.was optimism, morale a·nd justice could be ffl!pJanted in the new 
. order . . The Gerinc:ins soon turned off whe_n· they re.al ized that ·the 
. problem. fn the NuremQerg trials was not to SU~ the individual 
tulpi1t, but to detect !he ~ntanQle~grit qf all Germans ln N~ztsm . 

* To So~:e extent, th~ ·rapid cha.nge . in the . read·i ness to cope with 
history was due to a change in the Alli~d attitude towards the 
defeated. country. When th·ey entereq Ge.rmany, they were . determined to 
destroy German mi l·itari sm: and Naz1sm . · Cu_J pri ts ~~ot:Jl d be punished, 
Nazi organizations liquidated, .member·s ·of ·the Nazi party be removed 
from of.flees and management. · · 

:Th• ~erm~n conc~~t of_ re- education ,_ as seen . from . ~odaj~ was ineffective. 

* A huge inachfner y was in s tal led to white-wash soine million Nazts. 

* 

With what result? In order to have commerce and admtnistration 
runni~g. the unimpor tant case~ · ~~re dealt . ~ith . priortty. Many of the 
import ant Nazis got .the benefit of~eneral patdbn . · 

The demo~ratic, the anti .;... Nazi · force.s , .. the oppositi.on, and the membe.rs 
of resistance, did not get the. chance to purge the. nat ion -out of 
itself, as Italy did . · · · · 
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One ·major .error: de-nazification did not take into account that many 
Germans had turned th~ir back on Nazism when the def~~t became 
obvious. They came out of Wor ld War II as not responsible. Why 
should they .accept being held responsible fur thermore by the former 
enemy? 

In the end, there was the general pardon, due to the rupture ·within 
-the Allies ~ The concept of d~-nazification became brittle with the 
beginning of the so-called Cold War . The intensity of tri·als was 
reduced, inany former enemies turned into new allte·s. Those in 
Allies' jail, except Herr Hess, soon were freed and could return to 
the stage. Moreover, ' how could the country deal with Hitlerism, when 
rn · the· end the crusade against Bolshevism turned out to have been 
rfght? · suddenly Hitler's crimes seemed meaningless--against what has 
th-n appe•red to be a heroic venture . 

.. 
· Despi .te all reference to ht:iman dignity and human rights in the German Basic 

Law/ the Bonn Const i tut 1 on , the chance. t.o 1 ncorpora te the ethos of the 
resistance against Hitler, the incomparable mass extinction, of intolerance 
1-nto the new order was surrendered before the new state was founded. It had 
seemed that a le.sson had been learned. But the Germans nerther took up the 
investigation into how Nazism had come about, nor what had made its crimes 
possi.bJe : As they had turned off when crimes were committed, they closed 
their eye.s when being confronted w.ith history. They plunged into the · 
reconstructio~ 9f Germany. L'bor and t~e work ethic became the narcotic to 
forget the dre~_ry .Pa$t. They expected and got g90d marks for a perfectly •. 

. worktng n·ew ord~r, lat_er on, for being "modeJ ·allies" in the new alliance . 

A well-kno~n. German psy'c_hoanalyst, MHscherlich , spoke about t_he Germans' 
"inab1lityto mourn." .It. is true that i~ 1s Impossible to mourn about 
millions of people~ especially, not known personally. But are not these stx 
millions also six million indtvtdual children, mothers, fathers? Is reference 
to them so difficult? The dead of Auschwitz· and the other camps did not die 
by accident : they were murdered, murdered not by some neutral Nazis, but by 
Germans . · · · · 

In fact, .the ·1nab1lity to mourn in ·reality was unwillingness. Th"is will never 
erase the connection between the victims and the murderers, between the 
v1ct1ms and their descendants and the descendants of the murderers . 

The consequence of th~ mentioned attitude of refusal , as psychoanalysis 
teaches, is the hboo. All this emotional garbage the Nazis had left behind 
has .been .covered, like snow spreads o~er a winterly ·landscape. And as the sun 
lets the snow melt and the landscape return , we just can wait. for occasions to 
unvei 1 the taboo. There .a-re occasions every day. · 

One of the~e occasions was ttie discussio·n about the theater p·lay with this ·· 
~garbage" even in the title , The late Rainer Werner Fassbtnde~ had called his 
story about the sp~culation with building sites in Frankfur t "The Garbage , the 
City, and the Death.~ F~ssbinder's estate o~ner is a wealthy Jew. He is 
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confronted wtth Germany's past in the figur' of a prosti~~~i • . th~ daughter of 
an old . Nazi. Ther~ are, in-fact._._ also)ews among the Frankfurt property 

. holders ~ but there are also Protestants, maybe ev~n Muslifus~ Buddhists, or 
non~.reHgtous .·pepple. · Their .religion mattered to n9body el~e .. The play has 
s 11 ppery and .. dt r~y .passages--a tribute to mode.mi sm--above ~-1.1 nasty . attacks 
against Jews. Of course, it is legitimate and. necessary _ to make German 
h1story the subject of a theater pla~. But I doubt that tassbinder's play 
serv.ed as a taboo·.br.eaker. Bold modernists called it. a . li_berat:ion stroke. 

· Agai'nst whom? A :t~boo, .of course, never .. is helpful. But· you can solve 
nothtng by neglecting the underlytng problem. 

Rat_her<~re: s~rt.ou_s '.~·re .the t,Jnintent.ior:ial._. re.marks of the.dep1,Jty, Herr Fellner, 
or .the aforem,ntione.d, mayor, Herr -von Spe~ .. The .latter one 1 as I had .said, 
_h~d. th~. i.de~ to .finance hh COfl'.1JllUnity budget by sl~ughte.r .1ng rich Jews . . In 
connection with the sale of Flick shares and the discussion on ·forced labor in 
the Thi.rd. Rei'Ch. -Herr .Fellner had· blamed the Jews ~Y saying "The Jews quickly 
tu_rn up wh.en. nion·e·y Ji ncjl es t n a German ti 11 box··.·"· . . ... 

Thes·e un.tntentiona'l slips of the ·tongue reveal ·what peop.le really think.: 
Both, Spee and Fellner, had difficulties finding an excu~e. Both recefv~~d 
support tn their stubborness by their party friends. Most deplorable: they 
provoked a flood of letters, some anonymous ones, but in most cases with full 
name. What surfaced was the repertoire of anti-Semittsm in these letters; 
though forty years out of use, it was not covered by dust. 

In March. the Bundestag had a parliamentary debate on anti~.semitt sm, conducted 
by a minority of less than fifty deputies. The conservative side claimed 
there . ts no need for such a d.ebate. Of course, the mentioned incidents were 
personal failures. But they sho~ed the ,roblem in gener~l and confirmed . 
academic research. Four ttmes after World War II research had shown 
that--wtthout major changes--nearly half of the population responds positively 
to anti-Jewish statements. · · 

Even tf tt ts· a matter of definttion how to call this, to deny anti-Semitism 
is self-deception. ·In fact. there is a hidden anti-Semitism wh\ch is waiting 
for the right situation to manifest and overt. 

VI 

The normality which Germans long for, has not yet returned. Because it does 
not come out of itself when times goes by. The fall was too deep and too few 
people accepted it as a failure . too few opened their hearts for the victims. 

What I fear: the notion of resistance and the readiness to accept persecution 
did not want to place the victims of Nazism on pedestals, place feoces around 
or treat them as first-class Germa.ns. The problem is no mqre than to.ensure 
the respect for their fate. It is to guarantee that human dignity 1s not only 
to be written in the coristitution but t6 be practiced. · 
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Two questtons remain : 

* 

* 

Dtd Jews do wrong to come back to Germany? I do not t~1nk so. Of 
coutse, thetr life will not .be an easy one for a long pertod. But 
they should rely on those Germans, non-Jewhh, who stand . up for thetr 
tnterest. : Thts is a.minor;ty, and 1t w111 ·a1ways be .a mtnor1ty--I do 
not mean thts phartsaically. 

This can answer questton No. 2: must we surrender? Is there a 
chance to Influence things? I thtnk· there Js a ·chance. 

He should tackle the problems tog·ether . . Victims and culprit~ \:1111 rematn, 
over generations, tied together. What. we must do is this: · bear. witness and · 
remember. For forty years Germans have trted to run away from the truth. 
·others hindered them. That must go on: as the Lord aske~ Cain: "Hhere .h 
your brother ·Abe 1 ?" we must remind· the· Germans 0.f the mn 11ons who were 
murdered.: He w111, perhaps. never ; n tht s ·world achieve just1·ce for them.· 
But we can .give them· a place in our hearts. · This may be the only hope, as 
·Elie Hiesel said, that leads to man, even 1f he wanders from Qne .de.sert t9 
another. 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum 
Director, International Relations 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East 56th Street 
New York, New York 10022 

Dear Rabbi Tanenbaum: 

May 14, 1986 

Because of the importance we attach to the understanding of 
complexities of the situation facing South Africa, I am inviting 
you and other religious leaders to join me and my senior advisors 
for a day-long conference at the Department of State on Monday, 
June 2, 1986. Several notable non-governmental spokespersons also 
will participate in discussion of the conference topic, "The 
Church as a Force for Peaceful Change in South Africa." 

The morning program will include plenary sessions on the 
past and present role of the church in South Africa and the 
moral basis of U.S. policy toward that region. Following lun'ch, 
the conferees will hear from American black churchmen as well as 
religious leaders from South Africa. An afternoon panel will 
discuss opportunities for positive involvement in South Africa. 

I hope you will join us on June 2. 

-:t:lPo~-
George P. Shultz 

Enclosure: 
Registration Form. 
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REGISTRATION FORM 

Please complete this registration form and return i:t to the 
Department of State iri the postage paid, self-addressed envelope 
provided. Responses are requested no later thah Friday, May 23. 

Department officers will meet ~ou at the Dipl9matic Entrante (22nd 
anq C Streets, N.W.) and escort you to the conference room. Regis
tration begins at 9:15 a.m. and the conference convenes at 10:00 
a.m. Because of ~ew security regulations, only those perons who are 
pre-registered will be admitted to the building. There will be no 
further communication or confirmation of registration. 

NAME 

ORGANIZATION 

TITLE 

MAILING 
ADDRESS 

RABBI MARC H. TANENBAUM 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

165 EAST 56 STREET . 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022 

CITY STATE Zip Code 

xxx 
I CAN CANNOT attend the Foreign Policy 
Conference for. Religious · Leaders on Monday, June 2, 1986 at the 
Department of State. For further information, please contact any 
one of the following: Joseph Ryan (202) 647-5287, Mary Catherine 
Kirk, (202) 647-3340, or Mary Boyd Swann (202) 647-7369. 



MAY 23 1986. 

The American Jewish 
.....____...._ _ _.Committee 

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER • 1616 Walnut Street, Suite 2106 • Philadelphia, PA 19103 • (215) 732-4000 

TO: Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum DATE: May 20, 1986 

FROM: Murray Friedman 

SUBJECT: Visit to the State Department on South Africa Trip 

.I received an invitat~on along with the other members of my group to meet with State 
Department South Africa .Working Group Staff on May 13 to discuss with them our 
experiences. About half of our group showed up, 1ncluaing Martin Peretz. Chester 
Crocker attended about two-thirds of the meeting. 

The meeting was essentially an exchange between the two groups and I am not certain 
that anything unusual occurred f 'rom either side. Crocker repeated his concern about 
disinvestment as being disfunctional. He made an interesting point to the .effect that 
Mandela should be released in order to free Buthelezi to enter into fuller negotiations 
with the South African government. In other words, the latter is inhibited from doing 
some of this for fear of being seen even further as a "sellout." 

I made the same point I made when I visited with you and the other members of our group 
in New York recent l y: The need to undergird the middle ground through a wide variety 
of techniques described to you both in my earlier memo and my comments at our meeting. 
There seemed to be a .great deal of interest in this and there is agreement to consult 
further with us and the members of our· group as to how this might be further done. 

I have one additional recommendation to you beyond those I made at our meeting. I 
think there should be a · meeting arranged with Chester Crocker by AJC leaders to 
exchange information and to discuss . . QOW we can help them through our field offices, 
visits to communities of people . from South Africa, etc., to undergird the middle 
ground. I think it would be helpful, also , to be able to tell our friends in South 
Africa that · we met with the State Depa.rtment and did a number of things! I am not 
up on all the things we are doing nationally here and it is possible that this has 
already be done. 

I also used the time in Washington to do a number of things relative to the Berman 
project including further exploring the third volume, the one on Black-Jewish relations. 
I picked up a full set of papers that were developed at the University of the District 
of ·Columbia on Black-Jewish relations which can be useful in understanding the con
temporary intellectual and political lay of the land in this situation as seen by 
both Black and Jewish leaders and intellectuals , from both groups. 

MF:r 

cc: David Harris 
Gene DuBow 
David Gordis 
Gary Rubin 

Dictated but not read . . 
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Commonwealth 
News Release 

.REPORT OF C01«lNWEAL1H GRbuP OF FMINENf PERSONS· 

12 Jtme 1986 

The Coininonwealth Group of Eminent Persons, i.i1. its Rep0rt Missi0n to 
South Africa released today; says the South African Govetilrnent is .not yet 

ready to ·negotiate a democratic ftiture for South Africa artd countenance 
the end of ~hite power. 

It says apartheid is not being dismantied; it is only bei.ilg softened to 

give it a iess i.ilhtuniril face. 

The Group, which tried to promote a diaiogue oeiween the Govenmient and 
black leaders; reveals that it turned dciwn a suggestion for further · 
discussions after Pretoria faiied to· give a positive .re.sportse to the 
Gtol.lp is proposals arid a'lsci made the clifu3.te for negotiatl.0n .. We>rse by such 
actions as the raids on BOts"1ana, .Zambia. and ziJribabwe. (paragr~ph 308) • 

The Group comes out in favt>ur of eeoooiilic pressure. The abseoce of 
ef~ective pressure has delayea change iri South Africa, says the Rep0rt; 

and if Pretoria coritludes that such pressure will COnti.ilue to be withheld, 
I the pfoceSS Of Change is unlikely tO i.i'l(:rea'Se in momentiiin and the 
descent into violence ~ill be accelerate~' (paragraph 352). 

· ·in such an event; tthe cost in. lives may fuive to be counted in miiil.ons'; . 
iicohcerteci action .of an effective kind;' may offer the last chance "to 
avert What cotild be the ~urst bloocibatii since the setonc,l wotia warii 
(paragraphs 352 and 354) . 

issued by the INFORMATION DIVISION, COMMONWEALTH SECRETARIAT, 
MARLBOROU°c.:;H .HOUSE, PALL MALL, LONDON SWiY 5HX. Tel: Ql.;839 3411 
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Nass.~u De~ds·. In the Nassau Accord, tmder which the Group was set up, 

Corrunonwealth leaders asked Pretoria to take five steps as a rnat:t~r of ur~ency. 

lbe Report shows that none have been taken. 

Declar.e :that the $ystem of apartheid w.ill be dismantled and 
·~pecif_ic and meaningful action t~~en in fulfi1m¢n:t of that int.ent. 

The Group paints out :t.IJ.~t . while sonie changes have b~.Il ~~e C~~g! in. 

desegregatcm·g public amenities and scrapping of pass i~w~)' t.~~ pillars of 

~partheid - the 'homelands i policy, the Group Are·~s Af:t .and Pepula:tion 
. . 

Registration Ac:t - remain (paragraphs 42 and 44) and the 'hoW.elands' policy 

a major cause of black · complaint - is beID:g ·r~.infor~~d ~th another 'homeland' 

Kw.aNdeb_ei.e 9-ue ~o be made 'independent' µi ~ember (p~ragraph .26) • 

1jle ~rpµp ~pnc1=.udes th~t ~at present there is no ~enuirie inten:tion on the 

part o.f the Goy~rnment ·to dismantle . ~par:theid (p~r~gr.~ph .348) and its actions 
. . . . . 

up _to this point 'do not justify any. claim :that apartheid is being dismantled' 

(~r!igraph . 6 7) • 

Tennihate the existing ~tate of e~rg~n~Y 

The Gr9up ' :? .conclusion is: 'Al though the state. of emergency was teclmically 

li.ft.e4, the sµbs:t;~tive .power? r~main Qroadly in force tmder the ordinary laws 

Qf the lan9. whj:~J.i, even no:w, are being ·furth.e! ?trengthened in this dir.~·~Aon 

.Cp~ragraph .34_8). 

· Rel.e.as.e immediately and tmconditionally Nelson Mandela and .a,n 
other.s Pnpri:~Qned and .detained for their .oppc?sition ··te> :~wrtheid. 

The Gr.cup points .ou:t: Nelson Mandela and other political leaders r~Ji¥iin :µi 

prj.~on ' (para.graph 171) . 

. olitical . freedom and .. ~ ~<.:ific:all lift :th.e .e;xistin ban 
.OJ) 

. . 

The . Group's verdict: 'Th~ Government has made no move towar4s this .~oal. 

lnd.eed, recent~y it has been movi.I).g in the opposite direction' (paragraph 18.3) . 

Political freedom is l:>.eing ~r~ rigorously .curtailed' (paragraph 3.48) • 

/'!> 
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Initiate, in the context of a .suspension of :violence on all 
sides a recess of dialo e across lines of colour olitics 
an · religion, with a .view to establis ing a non-racial 
representative government. 

The Group gives a detailed accotmt of its attempt to lay the basis for a 
dia~ogue and concludes: 'The cycle of violence and cotmter-violence has 
spiralled and there is no present prospect of a process of dialogue leading 

to t~e establishment of a non-racial and representative govenunent' (paragraph 
348). 

. ·: . 

One Man, One Vote. While the government talks of a democratic system, the 
. . . 

Report points out th.at President Botha.has .specifically ruled out the principle 
of one man one vote ·in a ''tmitary system". By insisting on a political 
structure based on ccmm.mities, Pretoria is seeking to ."pr~serve and entrench 
a soc:iety based on racial group" (paragraph SO). Though the government 

. . . 

claimS it is ready to share power, it is not yet ready to catmtenence the end -
of white power (paragraph 355). 

Nelson Mandela. The Group says that Mr Mruldela 's freedom . is. a key component . 
in efforts for a peaceful solution and that it is tragic that he should be 

denied the opporttmity to share his cou:ritry's future. The Group rejects 
accusations .that he is ·a communist and says the government uses "the most 

- dubious methods" to denigrate him (paragraphs 168-170) • . Mr Mandela is 67, and 
the Group cominends to Pretoria words of the Danish philosopher 
Soren Kierkegaard: 

''The tyrant dies and his rule ends;_ the martyr dies and his 
rule begins" (paragraph 144) . 

. African National Congress. There.· can. be no negotiated settlement in 
SoUth Africa without the ANC, l\'hose support is incontestable and growing, the . 

. Group says. It was impressed by the reasonableness and . readiness to find 
negotiated solutions of men like Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo (ANC President), 
and if the government cannot talk to men like them, . "the future of South Africa 

. . 

is bleak indeed" . (paragraph 337). 

In the absence of ftmdamental changes, the blacks will sl.istam their struggle. 

Violence will grow, making a negotiat~d settlement mote difficult and acceler
ating the flight of capital and skills and the economy's decline (paragraph 345). 

/4 
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White Opinion. The Group charges the government with fortifying the. right
wing white oppositiqn, and says it would be fatal to give it a veto (paragraph 
341). The government is adding to white fears by exaggera~ing the extent of 
corram..mist influence in the ANC (paragraph 78). : White opinion .as a whole may 

.· be ahead of the govenunent, and ready to respond to a bold lead (paragraph 341) • 

In a foreword, Conunonwealth Secretary-General Shridath Ramphal, says the 
. . 

Group's Report has amessage to "all of us'1 beyond South Africa: "It is a 

call to action; a challenge ~ot to stand aside. The me~ left open are few, 
but they are real. Whether we call them 'sanctions' or, as the Group has done, 
'economic measures', they come to 'the same thing. Effective economic pressure, 
applied particularly by those major economic powers who are South Africa's 
pri.ricipal trading partners and to whom it looks for major financial flows; 

· pressure which denands change while there is stili time to bring it about by 

peaceful means." 

The Group's Report will be considered py seven CCmnnonwealth leaders (of 
Australia, the Bahamas, Britain, Canada, India, Zambia and Zimbabwe} at a· 

. . 

special meeting ~ London on 3 to 5 August to review developments in 
South Africa, as envisaged under the Nassau Accord on Southern Africa which 

Commonwealth lea~ers ~greed at thei.r surranit last October. 

Appointed by the Conunonwealth Secretary-General under the Nassau Accord, the 
. . 

seven-member group has fonner Australian Prime ~tinister Malcolm Fraser arid 
fonner Nigerian Head of Govenmtent General Olusegun ·Obasanjo as co-chainnen. 
It was given six months for its work. 

On three visits to South Africa, Group members met President Botha and other 
ministers, political, community_, religious and business figures, and .people 
from many "walks of life . They were able to have three discussions wl.th 
Nelson Mandela in prison. They taiked with ANC leaders in Lusaka and with the 
leaders of s~veral Front-Line States. 

The Group gives an account'. of their fir~t-hand experience of the behaviour of 
the security force_s· and of what they saw of conditions _of life un_der apartheid. 

/5 
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'Ihe Report comments on the Govenunent's refonns against the backgrotmd of ~e 
apartheid system, the issue of violence, the role of Nelson Mandela, and the 
prospects for a negotiated settlement in the context of the views of the main 

parties, before setting out the propbsals the Group advanced for a process of 

dialogue and the discussions held to gain acceptance of them. 

- end -

(Mission to Soutb Africa: 'Ib.e Conunonwealth Report· has been published as a 

Penguin Special by Penguin Books). 
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DRAFT TEXT OF STATEMENT BY AJC IN RESPONSE TO THE CURRENT SITUATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The South African Government's imposition of a state of emergency only adds 

fuel to an already explosive situation in the country. We urge the government 

to lift the state of emergency, release the detainees and take immediate steps 

towards the complete dismantling of the unjust apartheid system. Further, 

the placing of severe censorship restrictions on the media is a chilling act 

that only heightens anxiety about the actions the Botha regime is taking. 

The alternative to reform, negotiation and power-sharing for all segments 

of South African society will doubtless be increased violence and bloodshed, 

with disastrous consequences for all, and complete ostracism of the government 

by civilized society. Pretoria must be made to understand that time is quickly 

running out for a peaceful solution to the crisis. 

Drafted by David Harris 

Approved by Hare Tanenbaum 

June 19, 1986 
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~The American Jewish ~Committee 
c.os ANGELES C:HAPTER, 8505 Wllahlrt Boulevard, Suite 315, Los Angeles. CA 90048-4992 (213) 855-70?1 Telocoplor. r•l 0!!8-516' 

.. 

DATE: July 1, 1986 I 
·I 

TO: Members of National AJC's South Africa Working Group ! 
FROM: 

.. 
I L.A. Chapter's Ad Hoc Committee on South Africa 

Cathy· Mendelson, President, Los Angeles Chapter 1 

Howard M;ller, Immediate Past President, Los Angeles Chapter ' 
Robert Casteel, Chair, Int~rnational Affairs Committee. LA Chapter 
Carla Singer, Co·Cha1r, International Affairs Committee, LA Chapter 
Bruce Ramer, Chair, AJC's National Affairs Commission 
Marsha ·Kwa1wa~ser, Chair Susiness and Industrv Co~mit~e!. LA Ch~,t~~ 

fl . . • 

RE: AJC's South Africa Policy 

.... . . ·. 

The Los Angeles Chapter recently requested that AJC's South Africa working 
group be convened to dea1 with the current esca1at1on of violence and re
st~ict1ons on fundamental human rights 1n South Africa~ Because of that 
request, a group of the l.A. Chapter's .. Board members ·met today to provide· 

.: · y~u with ou.r .-1nput .for ,your ·discussion next week. · 
. . . . -
After f.eview1ng the policy .statement adopted by AJC in May, 1985·~ we suggest 
that AJC, on moral grounds, must take a more forceful posit;on that more 
precisely expresses our outrage at the excesses of the South African govern-

. ment . ·TO avoid doing so at th1 s time wou1d be an abdication of our re
sponsfbi11ty 1n carrying forth our Jewish moral heritage. The position of 
the Jewish· corrmun1ty in South Africa must be taken into consideration: nevertheless , 
we specifica1ly recommend that AJC adopt a position supporting appropriate. 

· economic sanet1ons and ~enter into coalitions with like-minded groups in 
the Black a~d other cormiunf ties. · " · j · 

As the Reagan Administration is during th i s month re-assessing its own po1icy 
and considering the possibil;ty of economic sanctions, we believe that time 
is of the essence and recommend that action be taken by the ~xecut1ve Com-
mittee as soon ~s possible. · · 
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Resolution on South Africa · .. . 
.t . of 

Los Ang~les Chapter Steering Cormnittee 

After reviewing the policy statement on South Africa adopted by the 
· American Jewish Committee in May, 1985, we suggest that AJC, on moral 
grounds, must take a more forceful po.sitio~that more precisely expresses 

.our outrage at the excesses of the South African government. To avoid 
doing. so at this time would be an abdication of.our responsibility in 
carrying forth our Jewish moral .heritage. The position ·of the Jewish 
cormnunity in South Africa must ~e taken into consideration; nevertheless, · 
we specifically recommend that AJC adopt a position supporting appropriate 
economic sanctions .which may include. divestment and disinvestment and 
enter into coalitions with like-minded groups in the Black and other 
communi ti e.s. 

As the Reagan Administration is during this month re-assessing its own 
policy and considering the possibility of .economic sanctions~ we believe 
that time is of the essence and recommend that action be taken by the 
Executive Committee as soon as possible. 

Wednesday, Ju1y 17, 1986 

• 
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Religious leaders angry, disappointed with Reagan on S. Africa 
By Darrell Turner 

Religious News Service Associate Editor 

NEW YORK (RNS) - Mainline Protestant leaders expressed disappointment and anger 
that President Reagan's July 22 speech on South Africa did not call for United States sanctions 
against that country's apartheid regime. 

In contrast, a prominent Jewish leader, while calling for further action against south 
Africa than Mr. Reagan advocated, warned that .a complete cutoff of U.S. trade relations 
would only harm .the nation's black majority. · 

In bis speech, the president called on South Africa to establish a timetab.le for the 
dismantling of apartheid and urged that African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela be 
freed. But he said that economic Sanctions against South Africa would be an "act of folly" that 
would throw thousands of blacks out of work. 

In Johannesburg, Bishop Desmond Tutu reacted angrily to the Reagan speech. "I think 
the West, for my part, can go to hell," he said, adding that he found the speech "nauseating." 

I The Nobel Peace Prize winner commented that "over 70 percent of our people in two surveys 
\ have shown that they want sanctions. No, President Reagan knows better - we wiil suffer." 

Shortly after the president's speech, representatives of more than 23 Protestant and 
Orthodox denominations who make up the Churches' Emergency Committee on Southern 

- Africa issued a statement in Washington saying that they were "deeply saddened that 
President Reagan's speech did not announce any substantive changes in U.S. policy." 

They declared that "five years of behind-the-scenes negotiations with the Botha 
government have produced no tangible results," and that · they therefore support " the 
imposition of immediate comprehensive and mandatory sanctions against the South African 
regime." 

TJte church leaders asserted that "to condemn apartheid in our offici.al pronouncements 
while at the same time financing; arming; feeding, clothing, fueling, transporting and 

......i computerizing it is the height of moral 'turpitude. The United States cannot both oppose 
apartheid and sell South Africa the instruments to maintain racial domination." 

Dr. Benjamin S. Chavis, Jr., executive director of the United Church of Christ's 
Commission for Racial Justice, charged that "the current administration bas decided once and 
for all to. turn its back on the people of South Africa." He called on President Reagan to 
"reverse his policy of constructive terrorism,, constructive support of apartheid, and to cut all 
ties with South Africa/' including aipiomatic relai'fons. 

According to Dr. Chavis, ''the present course. of the Reagan administration is pushing 

(

the people of South Africa into the arms of the Soviet Union." He said the president's speech 
would "increase the necessity of the people of South Africa to turn to a nation like the Soviet 
Union." 

United Methodist Bishop Joseph Yeakel of Washington said his reaction to the Reagan 
speech was "disappointment." He said he had hopecUhat the president "would have opened 
some new initiatives and taken a stronger stand instead of going with the status quo," and 
added that he was "appreciative that members of the Congre5s have been public in their 
disappointment and of their announcing plans to go ahead with some specific and limited 
sanctions." 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, director of international relations of the American Jewish . . 

f 
. f 
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Committee, said his organizatfon has taken the position that "every possible moral and 
· pOlitical pressure must be used to bring about the dismantling of apartheid." 

He supported several proposals made by Sen. Richard Lugar (R-lnd.), chairman of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, that went beyond the president's recommendations, such 
as an end to landing rights for South African airlines in the United States and curtailment of 

' visas for South Africans coming to the United States . . 
At the same time, Rabbi Tanenbaum said, the American Jewish Committee is "opposed 

to taking those economic measures which armchair liberals like to display publicly because it 
costs nothing .... He said when he was in South Africa last October, he met with "thousands of 
blacks who were out of jobs," and said be finds ·it "inconceivable that one can say let them 
suffer some more" through total economic sanctions. 

Rabbi Tanenbaum predicted that "ultimately there's going to be a black population 
dominating South Africa politically and·economically," and said it "would be a disaster if they 
are left with a country with no economic base." · 

07-23-86 3750 

Religious delegation detained during journey with Salvadorans 
By William Bole 

Religious News Service Staff Writer 

WASHINGTON (RNS) - A 19-member delegation of religious leaders was arrested and 
deported by the Salvadoran military while accompanying poor farmers on a daring journey to 
reclaim their land, leaders of the group said here. 

The religious representatives, who traveled to El Salvador on a visit sponsored by the 
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of San Francisco and a private human rights group, met here 
with members of Congress July 22 after returning from the country. 

The Americans had been asked by Salvadorans who live in a church-run refugee camp 
in San Salvador to join with 500 of them in returning to land from which they had fled, 
according to Marie Grosso, who was one of those detained. She was representing the Religious 
Task Force on Central Amerca, based in Washington. 

She said the displaced persons, who have been forced in recent years to flee their homes 
because of the country's continuing civil war, bad feared reprisals by the military and thought 
that the presence of Americans would make the journey safer. 

"They had decided that they could no longer survive in refugee camps. They are tired of 
being dependent and living in wretched conditions. They are farmers, and they want to lead 
productive lives again," Ms. Grosso said in an interview on Capitol Hill. 

She said the Salvadoran government has opposed such relocations, favoring instead a 
planned gradual repopulation that would weed out potential sympathizers with left-wing rebels 
in the countryside. Thousands of Salvadorans now live in refugee camps in the capital. 

On July 15, while accompanying the campesinos in buses and later on foot, the 
19 members of the church delegation were told by military officials that they had to go back 
because they were in a military zone, said Ms .. Grosso. When they ref used, she said, they were 
taken to the police station in San Salvador and detained for 36 hours, bef~re being deported to 
Guatemala July 16. 

The military bad stopped the travelers while they were on foot just a mile short of their 
destination near Aguacayo, about 25 miles north of san Salvador, according to Ms. Grosso. She 

· said most of the Salvadorans made it back to their village, but about 50 decided to turn back. · 
"They were very frightened," she said, adding that many of them had in the past 

suffered abuses at the hands of the military. 
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JUST CONFIRMED ** . JUST CONFIRMED **JUST CONFIRMED 

The Foreign Policy Association 

cordially invites you to hear 

The Honorable Malcolm Fraser 
& 

General Olusegun Obasanjo 

who will speak on the Commonwealth Group of Eminent Persons Report 

Mission to South Africa 

5:00 p.m. 
5·:3q p.m. 

7:00 p.m. 

p·r-es i ding 
Archie E. Albright 

President 
Foreign Policy Association 

Thwu,day, July 24·, 1986 

:· 

Re.c.ep.Uon 
P1t.091ta.m & 
Vi.oC.u.Mion 

Adj ou.1t.nmen.t 

The Roo4tve..lt Hotel 
The G.lulnd Ball.Mom 
45th St. a.t. Macll.6on Ave. 
New Yolt.k cay 

Mr~ Malcolm Fraser was the Prime Minister of Australia 1975-83, 
after having held a number of cabinet positions from 1968. He entered 

. parliament in 1955, after graduating from Oxford University in 1952. 
As Prime Minister, Mr. Fraser chaired the Commonwealth summit held in 
Melbourne in 1981 and was responsible for initiating the series of 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Regional Meetings for the Asia/Pacific 
region. Lately an International Fellow of Harvard University, Mr. 
Fraser was Chairman of the United Nations Panel of Eminent Persons. He 
is a member of the Inter Action Council of former Heads of Government 
formed in 1983. · _ 

General Olusegun Obasanjo, was the head of the Federal _ 
Military qoverriment _ OL.~Jger._ia- fromn .. 1976-79; when he handed over power 

- - ···- to 'an ·elected .. cfv .. 11 ian government, headed by President Shehu Sti·agari. 
A F~llow of the University~f Ibad~n from 1979, General Obasanjo served 
on .the Independent (Palme) Commission on Disarmament and Security and 
he is a member of the Inter Action Council of former Heads of 
Government. As an officer in the Nigerian army which he joined in 
1958, he served with the UN forces in Congo in 1960. He served as 
Federal . Commissioner for Works and Housing in .1975 and was promoted 
Lt-General in 1976. 

Th-<..6 i4 an FPA M4ocA..a:t.u Memng. The.1t.e. i4 no c.ha11.ge 6oit. 
Me.mbe.M o 6 .the. Nq,Uona.t Counc.il o 6 FPA M.ooc.i.JU.u w.Uh one.-Guut. 

The.1t.e. i.o a.$io cha1t.ge. 60~ a.Lt othe.M. 

BECAUSE OF SHORT NOTICE, PLEASE CALL FPA'.o VEPARTMENT OF MEETINGS AT 
{212) 481-8460 FOR RESERVATIONS 

\ 
\ 
l 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 
P 0 BOX IS CAPE TOWN 8000 
TELEX S'l 20869 
TELEPHONE (021) 4S 8311 

Address during recess: 
P 0 Box 7407 
Johannesburg 
2000 
Te 1 8 3 3 - 7 7 7 o· 
Tlx ·4-89261 

31 Ju-ly 1986 

Mr David Harris 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East 56th Street 
NEW YORK 
NY 100 22 
U S A 

Dear David 

PARLIAMENT OF THE REPUBLIC 
OF SOUTH AFRICA 

I was fn New York recent_ly and tried to contact you but 
unforturrately you were away on holiday. I anticipate · 
coming to the United . States for the meeting .of the Council 
of Jewish Federations · in Chicago from November 12th to 16th. 
I wonder whether you will be in· Chicago at that time. If 
not, I wfl~ try and call on ·you on my way to or £ram there 
as I think there are many things which we can discuss .. 

Yours sincerely 

HARRY SC 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date August 6, . 1986 . 

to Subcommittee on South Africa · 

from Allan Kagedan 

subject Guidelines for Supplementary Statement on South Africa . 

At its last meeting, the Subcommittee noted .the need for guidelines for 
a suppiementary statement on South Africa. The following outline for 
this statement, based on ou.r previous discussion, is presented for your 
considera.tlon with ·a view to bringing a draft statement to our chapters · 
by late September, ln preparation for its formal submission to the 
National Executive Committee meeting on October 30. 

On the. operational side, many sanction proposals are being discussed in 
the Congress. Listed here to focus our discussion are proposals from 
the Lugar bill,. one of the most widely-supported measures. 

Introductory paragraphs 

1. ·Summary of May 1985 statement . · 

2. Subsequent. events necessitating a supplementary statement: imposi-· 
tion of two states of emergency, increased violence by police and 
vigilante groups, r lse of visible neofasci_st activity, inadequate 
response by Botha administration. 

3. What groups outside South Africa should be trying to encourage: the 
elimination of all apartheid laws ~nd practices, terminating the 
state of emergency, the unbarining of political groups and_ the 
release -of political prisoners, the initiation of a process of 
dialogue to establish a non-racial and representative government. 

4. How government can exert pressure for change: diplomatic channels, 
public criticism, the imposition of economic sanctions --possible 
effectiveness and problems (the creation of poverty and unemploy
ment, the . removal of economic infrastructures needed ·in future by a 
democratized South ·Africa, the lack of calibration leading to less 
influence on situation). 
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5. How private groups can exert pressure for change: the importance of 
citizen· activities to educate black South Africans for leadership 
and to improve for their human rights situation. 

l 

Operative paragraphs 

6. We support federal legislation that would (examples taken from the 
Lugar bill as presented on July 29) 

Ban new investments by American companies not adhering to anti
discrimination guidelines. 

Embargo imports from corpor~tlons owned or controlled by South 
African government. 

Deny landing rights to South African airways. 
-

Give the President authority to deny visas to South African 
officials. · 

Authorize the President to sell gold on the world market to 
drive price down. 

Ban· banking transactions by the South African government or the 
companies it controls. 

These measures could be lifted if the South African Government 
would agree to two of the following: freeing Nelson Mandela, 
lifting the state of emergency, legalizing politlcal parties or 
cancelling laws requiring blacks to live in separate areas. 

7. We call on our chapters and members to become involved in programs 
of education and legal defense for black South Africans approv~d by 
the American Jewish Committee. 

8178/IRD-8 
· is~ 
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Draft #2 

September 12, 1986: 

.ST A TEHENT ON SOUTH AFRICA 

1. In its May 1985 Statement on South Africa , the American Jewish 

2. Committee called for the complete elimination of apartheid and con-

3. ·demned the violence bred by this cruel system . Regrettably, the 

4. situation in South Africa has continued to deteriorate. 

S. While the infamous pass laws have been set aside, the practice of 

6. forcibly removing blacJ<s to the so-called "homelands" cont.inues. Though 

7. segregation of certain public places has ended, blacks remain excludeo 

8. from participation in the political process. 

9. The attitude of the South African government has been deeply 
' 

10. disappointing. 
\ 

It has disparaged efforts aimed at achieving a nego-

11. t~ated solution to the country's crisis. By r~jecting calls for the 

12. release of Nelson Mandela and the unbanning of black political groups, 

13 . the Government has frustrated prospects for peaceful change. Professing 

14. to be upholders of Western interests, the Government's stubbornness 

15. heartens only the enemies of freedom . 

. 16. Against this background, violence has spread, claiming over 2,000 

11·.. lives· since September 1984. The South A fr lean security forces have 

18. brought death and injur.y to peaceful demonstrators and innocent by-
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1. standers; vigilantes have contributed a new term -- necklacing -- to the 

2. lexicon of human cruelty. 

3. As an organization devoted · to the advancement and protection of 

4. human rights we have long been tr6ubled by their massive violation in 

S. · South Africa which.has grown worse during the past eighteen months. The 

6. Government lifted a State of Emergency in March; but reimposed one in 

7. June . During the second emergency period, over 10,000 people, including 

8. students, civic, church and labor leaders, lawyers and journalists, have 

9. been detained and barred ·from contact with relatlves ·or recourse to 

10. counsel. This affront to jusUce seems certain to further radicalize and 

11. polarize public opinion. furthermore, in an attack on free speech, the 

12 . Government has imposed severe censorship and under its cover, security 

13. officials have committed acts of physical abuse against ·detainees. In a 

14. chalienge to religious freedom and freedom of assembly, the security 

15. forces have· detained whole church congregations. 

16. We applaud the decisions of judges who have ruled invalid segments 

17. of the Emergency regulations, and the courageous efforts of those South 

18. African lawyers working within the judicial system for the protection of 

19. human rights. 

20. We note with concern the increasing visibility in South Africa of 

21. extremist groups whose words and symbols recall Nazism, and groups who 

22. repeat the "Zionism ls racism" canard in a manner certain to .create 

23. hostility toward Jews. 
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1. As Americans, we call again on our government and elected represen-

2. tatives to use all the means at their disposal to press for the demo-

3. cratization of South African society · in a serious and sustained fashion. 

4 · .We support targeted economic sanctions to bring pressure for change on 

5. the South African government.* We distinguish b~tween these measures 

6. ~nd .total disinve,tment which we feel will .not produc~ the de~ired 

7. ends. We reiterate our call on the U.S. government to take appropriate 

8. action against U.S. companies operating in South Africa with ten or more 
. 

9 · employees who f..ai 1 to comply with fair employment practices by Hay 1, 

10. 1987. 

11. Minqful of our limited role as outsiders, we p~an nevertheless to 

12. establish a fund . for di~advantaged South Africans to attend 

13. A.merican graduate sctlool$ to provide them with advanced .training . for use 

14. in building the futur~ South Africa; to ~efend their civil rights 

15. through support for litigation. and other legal activity, .which will help 

16. establish the ·rule of law in that country; to encourage research and 

17. advocacy with respect to establishing a new political order in South 

18. Africa that would be democratic and protec.t the rights of every indivi-

19. dual. 

20. We will r.eview our position as developments warrant. 

21. *Se.e Appendix 

8·107-(IR0/8) 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date September 22, 1986 

to Interested Parties 

from Dr. Allan Kagedan 

subject South Africa 

The attached draft Statement on South Africa is intended to 
supercede ·our previous Statement on this issue, adopted in Hay 1985. It 
is meant to serve as a basis for formulating a ·common AJC perspective on 
a critical human rights issue; to establish policy for AJC activity on 
South Africa; and to convey our assessment of the South African crisis 
to concerned groups and individuals. 

The Statement was devised by the Subcommittee on South Africa, 
chaired by E. Robert Goodkind. It was endorsed by the International 
Relations Commission's Steering Committee as a discussion document whose 
contents are ·not approved in any broader sense. 

Indeed, when discussed by the Steering Committee, two contrasting 
points of view about the Statement emerged, differing from the views 
expressed in the Statement itself. Some Commission members disagreed 
with the Statement's support for limited economic sanctions on the 
grounds that. (a) they would "hurt those they are intended to help" 
(South African blacks), by worsening the overall economic situation; and 
(b) they would weaken capitalist structures in South Africa, the keys to 
peaceful change, and instead intensify tendenciestoward violent revolu
tion . Other Commission members argued, to the contrary, that the 
Statement was too weak in that it failed to support stronger sanctions, 
including disinvestment, appropriate as an expression of moral outrage, 
an instrument of peaceful change, and a basis for dialogue with coali
tion partners in the black community. 

Permit me to draw your attention also to the Statement's call for 
the establishment of a South Africa civil rights and education program, 
about which the NEC will render a final decision. 

In addressing the South Africa issue, AJC reaffirms its concern for 
human rights around the globe, based on the conviction that if the 
rights of any individual or group are threatened, no one's rights are 
secure • 

. 86-550 
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Seattle, 
The Emerald City 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

1986 National Executive Council Meeting 
Seattle Sheraton Hotel • Thursday, October 30 -· Sunday, November 2, 1986 

PROPOSED POLICY STATEMENT 

SOUTH AFRICA 

In . its May 1985 Statement on South Africa, the American Jewish 
Committee called for the complete elimination of apartheid and condemned 
the violence bred by this cruel system. Regrettably, the situation in 
South Africa has continued to deteriorate. 

While the infamous pass laws have been set aside, the practice of 
forcibly removing blacks to the so-called "homelands" persists. Though 
segregation of certain p.ublic places has ended, blacks and other 
non-whites remain excluded from participation in the political process . 

The attl tude of the South African government has been deeply 
disappointing. It has disparaged efforts aimed at achieving a nego
tiated solution to the country's crisis. By rejecting calls for the 
release of Nelson Mandela and the unbanning of black political groups, 
the Government has frustrated prospects for peaceful . change. Professing 
to be an upholder of Western interests, the Government, by its stub-
bornness, heartens only the enemies of freed0m. . · 

Against this background, violence has spread, claiming over 2,000 
lives since September 1984. The South African security forces have 
brought de ·.~ ry to peaceful demonstrator nd innocent by
standers ; vigilantes ve contributed a new term - - ecklacing -- to the 
lexicon of n cruelty . 

We have long been troubled by massive violation of human rights in 
South Africa which in certain respects, intensified during the past 
eighteen months . The Government lifted a State of Emergency in March, 
but reimposed one in June. During the second emergency period, over 
10,000 people, including students , civic, church and labor leaders, 

,,lawyers and journalists, have been detained and barred from c..o.n..t_a_c..!~ 
relatives or recourse to counsel. This affront to justice seems certain 
to further polarize public opinion. Furthermore, in an attack on free 
speech, the Government has imposed severe censorship, and under its 
cover, security officials have physically abused detainees. In a 
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challenge to religious freedom and freedom of assembly, the security 
forces have detained whole religious congregations. 

We applaud the ·decisions of judges who have ruled invalid segments 
of the Emergency regulations, and the courageous efforts of those South 
African lawyers working within the judicial system for the defense of 
human rights. 

We note with concern the increasing visibility in South Africa of 
extremist groups whose words and symbols recall Nazism, and groups who 
repeat the "Zionism ls racism" canard in a manner -certain to foment 
hostility toward Jews. 

As Americans, we call again on our government and elected represen
tatives to use all the means at their disposal to press for the demo
cratization of South African soclet-y in a serious and sustained fashion. 
We support targeted economic sanctions to bring pressure for change on 
the South African government outlined in HR 4868.* We distinguish 
between these measures and total disinvestment which ~ feel will not 
produce the desired ends. We reiterate our call on the U.S. government 
to take appropriate action against U.S. companies operating in South 
Africa with ten or more employees who fail to comply with fair employ
ment practices by May 1, 1987. 

Mindful of our limited role as outsiders, we plan nevertheless to 
establish a program ~o aid disadvanta South Africans to attend 
Ameri~ raduate scho s e them with a vance - lng for 
use in p9st-apar~th Africa; to defend their civil rights through 
support 'f-~,..t.l9ati QQ__ and other lea al act~ v ity, whtc'h-will help 
establish the rule of law in t~at country; to encourage research and 
advocacy toward the creation of a new order in South Africa devoted to 
democracy and protective of the rights of every individual. 

We will review our position as developments warrant. 

*See Appendix 

86-1 00 
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Appendix 

New York Times -- August 161 1986 

Senate 
Approved Aug. 15; would take effect If reconciled with the House ver
sion and signed Into law by President Reagan or, In case of Presiden
tial veto, If veto was overridden by both holises of Congress. 

- 1. Bans import of steel and iron (1985: $293.6 million). . 
,_ . 2. Bans import of uranium and coal (1985: ~; 

$43.4 million, coal) . ....----, 
3. Prohibits U.S. banks from. accepting deposits from any South Af

. rican Government agency, except for South African diplomats (March 
1986: $.Ul__mJl~o!! held by U.S. banks for South African Government 
agencies an anks). . 
4. Bans new corporate investment in South Africa and any new loans 

to South African Government agencies (l~: $1.3 blllion In outstand
.- ing U.S. investments in South Africa). 

5. Incorporates and makes permanent limited sanctions imposed last 
September by President Reagan, including: 
•Ban on import of Krugerrands (1984: $486 milllon; 1985: $101 mil-

lion before ban took effect) ·- · 
• Ban on sale of computer equipment to Government agencies · in

volved with enforcement of apartheid (figure not in public domain) 
•Ban on loans to South African Government agencies (1985: $148 mil

lion outstanding) 
• Ban on export of nuclear power equipment (figure not in public do

main) 
8. Bans textile imports (1985: $-55.1 million). 
7. Bans import of agricultural productfi ( 1985: $52 million in fruits and 

vegetables and $129.4 million in products listed separately, including 
sugar, unmilled com. honey, rice, beets and tobacco) . 
8. P.rohlbits export of petroleum or crude oil to South Africa (No ex

ports). 
9. Ends landing rights ln U.S. for South African Airways (figure not in 

;. . public domain; in 1985 airline carried 95,~ passengers betw~ south 
.f\frica and United States). . · : . ,. ·. · · . . 



Seattle, 
The Emerald City 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

1986 National Executive Council Meeting 
Seattle Sheraton Hotel • Thursday, October 30 - Sunday, November 2, 1986 

PROPOSED POLICY STATEMENT 

SEX-BASED WAGE DISCRIMINATION 

• r. ,• 

Statement of Principle 

Numerous studies confirm the fact that there ls a historical wage 
gap between men and women in the U.S. workforce. Many causes contribute 
to this situation. Sex-based wage discrimination is one of them. 

The American Jewish Committee historically supports the struggle 
for all basic human rights, and in view of that tradition opposes sex 
discrimination generally and sex-based wage discrimination in parti
cular . It supports policies and methods to move society closer to 
eliminating this form of discrimination. 

Introduction 
. · . . 

While the situation of ·many gro.ups of. employed women has improved 
in recent years, a wage gap between ·men and women has always existed in 
the United States. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics figures for 1980 
indicate that women who work full-time year-round. are still paid ap
proximately 64 cents for every dollar earned by their male counterparts . 
Many economists agree that the wage gap is closely associated with 
occupational sex segregation. · 

There are many complex historical and societal reasons for segrega
tion by sex in the workplace. · These may incl.ude tradition, choice of 
education and training (or their lack), fami.ly responsibilities and 
discrimination. What is clear, however, is that ~hese factors have 
resulted in the concentration of more women than men in a narrow range 
of lower paying jobs. While it is true that many barriers are breaking 
down, the pace of progress on reducing the wage gap has not kept up with 
progress in less dynamic European economies where the wage gap is much 
smaller (women earn approximately 80% of what men do). 

The AJC, traditionally concerned with issues in which discrimina
tion may be a factor, has taken an active role in trying to grapple with 
this problem. In March 1985 the AJC established a Task Force on Pay 
Equity. It was made up of 56· AJC leaders from around the country, along 
with 12 "at large" outside e·xperts. Based on a . . 16-month study process 
and numerous discussions, the Task Force formulated a consensus policy 
statement. 
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This issue is of particular concern to the Jewish· community, for 
despite the stereotype of universal Jew_ish success, significant numbers 
of Jews can be classified as poor and near-poor. And, as in the 
community at large, a disproportionate number of them are women. 
Furthermore, the economic problems of Jewish women can be attributed to 
the same factors that plague non-Jewish women: low occupational status 
and single parenthood. 

While Jewish women are far more likely to be professionals than are 
other women, many studies have documented a concentration in such 
professions as teaching and social work, both among the lowest-paying 
professional fields. Recent studies have shown that 35 percent of the 
Jewish working women in Denver, 24 percent of the Jewish working women 
in Milwaukee, 36 percent of the Jewish working women in Phoenix and 26 
percent of the Jewish working women in Pittsburgh occupy underpaid 
clerical and blue collar positions -- patterns that were typical of 
cities across the country. It is also sad but true that single-parent 
households are on the rise, among Jews, just as they are among the 
population at large, and their households are almost always headed by 
women whose earning power is circumscribed by prevailing patterns of 
lower pay for women. 

Policy Statement 

1) Only a portion of the wage gap between men and women can be 
explained by educational differences or by consistency of work 
experience. The sizeable portion that cannot be accounted for 
by these factors can be attributed to the fact that women, 
overwhelmingly, are qoncentrated in a narrow range of sex
segregated occupations with average wages below those paid to 
men. 

2) The underpayment of predominantly female occupations is. a great 
economic and socie~al concern with consequenc~s for Jews and 
others. 

3) While achieving pay equity does involve a cost factor, the cost 
of eliminating discrimination has proven to be below what many 
observers had projected. 

The American Jewish Committee endorses efforts to: 

1. Educate our members and others regarding sex based wage .dis-· 
crimination and its consequences. 

2. Encourage employers, particularly gov~rnment agencies and large 
corporations to enter voluntarily into job evaluations and, 
where appropriate to take corrective action to eliminate 
sex-based wage discrimination from jobs that these studies find 
to be comparable. (For example, in a number of state and local 
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governments, and in some large corporations, a review of job 
descriptions and salaries showed that there were inequities 
that could be easily adjusted at small cost.) 

3. Support the intensification of education and training programs 
for employees and employers so that women and men are prep~red 
for all available jobs and are treated equally in the selection 
and allocation of these jobs. 

4. Analyze current successful models where the problem of in
equitable pay was resolved and work to apply them to other 
places where disputes are taking place or are imminent. Such 
efforts should be undertaken in coalition with our traditional 
allies and other interested groups. 

5. Urge greater enforcement of the Equal Pay Act and Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

6. Where there is evidence that lower salaries are based on 
sex-based discrimination in hiring and/or promotion practices, 
encourage efforts to resolve such situations through voluntary 
actions, hopefully, thereby avoiding possible court action. 

Conclusion 

The study by AJC's National Pay Equity Task Force indicates that 
the issue of eliminating sex-based wage discrimination need not be a 
polarizing one. While the problem ls complex, consensus-building 
strategies are emerging around the country in which AJC should be 
actively involved. 

Unanimously approved 
National Affairs Commission Meeting - June 23, 1986 

86-100 



Seattle, 
The Emerald City 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

1986 National Executive Council Meeting 
Seattle Sheraton Hotel • Thursday, October 30 - Sunday, November 2, 1986 

BACKGROUNDER 

COMBATTINC THE ROOTS CF EXTREMISM 

Plenary Session, Friday, October 31, 9:30 AH 

The insistence of Jews on maintaining their distinctiveness as a religious 
community and as a people has, throughout history, elicited hostility that has 
found expression in a variety of negative stereotypes. 

In times past dnd present, Jews have been depicted as alien outsiders, in 
conflict with the ideals and traditions of the host society; as a clannish 
people, pursuing its interests at the expense of the general interest; as a 
devidnt people, whose stubborn rejection of the prevailing religion rightfully 
dooms them to divine retribution; as a domineering and subversive people, 
exercising insidious control over economic social and political institutions; 
in a word, as troubling and troublesome objects of fear and envy. 

The infusion of such stereotypes into folk mythology, fueled by the 
willingness of ruthless governing elites to harness the fury of the masses to 
the power of the state, has stained the pages of history with expulsions and 
pogroms, culminating in that unique 20th-century ccltastrophe which we label 
"the Holocaust." 

In the United States, a steady, long-term decline in anti-Semitism has been 
confirmed by research data. Yet the significance of Jewish communal and 
individual achievement does not contradict the fact that anti-Semitism 
persists in "traditional" as ·well as new manifestations: 

1. Extremists from the left and right wings of the political spectrum 
aggressively question the loyalty of American Jews, suggesting that 
our commitment to the survival and security of Israel makes us a 
subversive force in American society. Although this line of attack 
has long been pressed by avowed anti-Semites, it has recently b~en 
echoed by such public figures as Gore Vidal, writing in The Nation, 
a left-leaning publication, and by the conservative columnist. and 
radio commentator Joseph Sobrar, who ls an editor of the National 
Review. 

2. Soviet and Arab attacks equating Zionism with racism circulate with 
credibility in segments of the Black community and among "Third 
World" ideologues in major Christian denominations. 

3. Extremists and anti-Semites have moved in on rura.1 America, seek
ing to build a grassroots political base by capitalizing on the 
anxiety and alienation of hard-pressed family farmers who face the 
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loss of land and livel ihood, casualties of a catastrophic economic 
cr1s1s. Violence-prone anti-Semitic groups, such as the Posse 
Comitatus, the Ku Klux Klan and the Order, are working vigorously 
to convince desperate farmers that they are the victims of inter
national Jewish bankers scheming to seize their land and that the 
Jews have gained control of our government, which they label the 
"Zionist Occupation Government." 

4. Lyndon LaRouche, Louis Farrakhan , David Duke and other anti-Semites 
have demonstrated a sophisticated capacity to attract the attention 
of the mass media. they are magnetic personalities who have been 
successful in recruiting dedicated and articulate converts. 

5. Anti-Semitic incidents, including synagogue desecrations and the 
use of anti-Semitic epithets in the heat of intergroup conflict, 
understandably elicit anger and anxiety in the Jewish community, 
which expects its community relations agencies to respond vigor
ously and effectively. 

AJC responds to anti-Semitism and extremism by pursuing a three-pronged 
program of research and counteraction. 

1. We probe public opinion to learn what Americans think and feel 
about Jews and issues relating to Jewish security. 

2. We monitor and expose anti-Semitic and extremist groups and work 
to deny them ideological respectability. 

3. We examine volatile social, economic and political issues, 
recognizing · that anti-Semitism and other forms of extremism thrive 
in an environment of frustration, anxiety and anger. 

By blending serious and innovative scholarship with creative and 
effective social action, AJC carries forward its ao~year tradition of 
defending the security of Jews in the U.S. and around the world~ 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

1. What strategy should guide the Jewish community in response to 
charges of dual loyalty? 

2. Is there a noticeable level of "anti-Zionist" rhetoric in your 
conmunity? What audiences are targeted: Christian clergy? the 
Black community? universities? the media? How has your chapter 
handled this problem? 

3. In the rul"al midwest, extl"emists have been working to establish 
credibility by reaching out to economically-distressed farmers. 
Since AJC is a non-political organization, what should be our role 
in counteracting the political efforts of the LaRouche movement 
and othel" extremist anti-Semitic groups? 

4. What guidelines should chaptel" leaders follow when an anti-Semitic 
incident occurs in the community? 

86-100 
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Please mail to: DAYTOURS 

OPTIONAL . TOURS - American J~wish Committee 

EncJosed please find my check. Kindly register me for the following 
events: 

Wednesday, October 29, 1986 - City Tour 

See all of Seattle's best! A fully narrated tour to_ Seattle's most 
distinctive attractions including the Government Locks, University of 
Washington, Arboretum, Pioneer Square, Seattle waterfront, Pike Place 
Market, etc. A. wonderful orientation to this lovely city! 
Assemble i:lS pm / Depart 1:30 pm / A~prox Return 4:30 pm 
Number of tickets Per person $14.00 "(minimum of 30) 

Sunday, November 21 1986 - Jewish Seattle Tour 

A specia.l tour of Jewish Seattle focusing on modern and historical 
sights. Includes stop at the imp~essive Holocaust memorial. The 
sculptress of this moving memorial will meet us at the site to 
i nterpret her work for us. 
Assemble 9:15 am I Depart 9:30 pm I Approx Return 12:30 pm 

person $14.00 (minimum of 30) Number of tickets Per 

Ticket requests will be filled in order of receipt. No confirmation 
o~ ticket pu~chase will be sent. Tickets will be held in your name 
with the American Jewish Com~ittee at their Registration Desk in the 
Sheraton Hotel. Tickets will be sold on site on a space available 
basis. A small service charge will be assessed ~n all refunds. No 
refunds after October, 15, 1986 unless the event is cancelled due to 
insufficient participation in which case a full refund is guaranteed. 

Please make check payable to DAYTOURS. Mail this form and your check 
to DAYTbURS, 24i8 76th Ave SE, 2058, Mercer I.sland, WA 98040 by 
October 15, 1986. 

Name 

Address 

City, State 

Amount Included 

2448 76th Ave. S.E./Suite 205B 
Mercer Island, Washington 98040 

(206) 232-6614 
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AMERICA· 
- ~SHOULD 
:,DO ABOUT 
SOUTH 
AFRICA 

South African 

liberal tells US. 

liberals why sanctions 

against Pretoria would 

hurt blacks most of all. 
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By Helen Stmnan 
WHAT SHOULD THE UNITED STATES DO 
about south Africa? This is a simple question to 
which there is no simple answer, if there is an an
swer at all. Of course, If the desire to distance the 
United States from 8.J!!Prallv re~ant system is 
paramount and If the objective to pantsb Sotifh 
Africa for its glaring sins of omission and com
mission, regardless of the consequences, then 
sanctions and disinvestment spring readily to 
mind. And if political expediency is also part of 
the picture, then calling for economic sanctions 
must surely be irresistible. 

I realized this in November 1984 when I was in 
the United States and watched on television the 
landslide victory of Ronald Reagan In the elec
tions. The following morning, I received a call 
from the New York correspondent of the South Af· 
rican evening newspapers. He asked for my reac
tion to the election, and I told llim I had no doubt 
that champagne corks were popping in Pretoria. I 
also said the celebrants were maklna a great mis. 
take because I believed that the Democrats would 
seek a rallying cause - and South Africa was 
going to be it. 

I did not need a crystal ball to make that predic· 
tion. During visits to the United StateS over the 
past seven years, I had observed the buildup of 
th.e anti.apartheid campaicn In the United States, 
on campuses in particular. Year after year in the 
South African Parliament, I had warned that un-

( 

less the Government began to dismantle apart
heid, which is legally sanctioned racial discrimi· 
nation, and to desist from some of its more abhor

' rent practices - such as detention without trial 

{ 
and the forced removal of helpless black com
munities - South Africa would be faced with se
vere punitive measures. My warnings fell on deaf 
ears. Events in South Africa throughout 1985 trig-
gered an anti-apartheid explosion in the West. 

Day after day, scenes of ugly police brutality, of 
mass funerals of victims of police shootings in 
black townships, appeared before horrified Amer
ican and European television viewers. (Such 
scenes were not shown on South African televi
sion, which is state controlled, although the hor
rendous black-on-black violence frequently ap. 
peared on the screen.) With relentless regularity, 
newspaper headlines abroad proclaimed the ris· 
ing death rate, the enormous number of people de
tained without trial, torture at the hands of these
curity police, the hordes of children arrested and 
imprisoned. 

By mid-1985, the South Afriean Issue had been 
reduced to a simple equation In the United States: 
"If you are aeainst sanctions and disinvestment, 
you must be a racist-Q.E.D." The response was 
of tidal-wave proportions. In July 1985, Chase 
Manhattan, followed by other banks, pulled the 
rug from under South Africa's financial system 
by refusing to roll over loans; as a result, the 
value of the rand plummeted. Many colleges and 
universities divested themselves of stocks in com
panies doing busi.Dess In South Africa. Cities and 
states "cleansed" their pension-fund investments 
of South African ooonections. 

Last year, unable to Withstand the hassle factor 
at home, fearful of boycotts of their products in 
th.e United States and nervous about political and 
economic instability in South Africa, 28 American 
companies (according to the American Chamber 
of Commerce in Johannesburg) withdrew from 
South Africa. Others have followed suit this year. 

Helen Suzman was first elected 'to the South Af· 
rican Parliament in 1953. As an opposition Mem
ber of Parliament, she has long been an outspoken 
critic of apartheid. 

In September 1985, hoping to forestall more se
vere Congressional action, President Reagan, 
long an opponent of sanctions, signed an execu
tive o.rder that prohibited most new loans to South 
African businesses. The order also banned the 
sale of most nuclear-related technology to South 
Africa and the sale of the Krugerrand, the South 
African gold coin, in the United States. 

Across the Atlantic, the other stalwart opponent 
of sanctions, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher 
of Britain, was experiencing even greater pres
sures. She was forced to agree to limited meas
ures against Pretoria at the Commonwealth con
ference in the Bahamas in October 1985. The final 
rep(jrt of the Eminent Persons Group - a seven
member mission appointed at the Bahamian con
ference to conduct an In-depth investigation in 
South Africa - brought no comfort. The mission 
originally put forward a "possible negotiating 
concept" to the South African Government, one 
calling for steps toward ending apartheid. They 
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included the suspension of violence by both the · 
Government and the African National Congress 
(A.N.C., the· most prominent of exiled groups 
against apartheid); the release of Nelson Mande
la, the black leader who has been in prison for 24 
years, and other political prisone~; the removal 
of the Government's military forces from black 
townships; the legalization of the A.N.C. and Pan 
African Congress, another black politic.al organi
zation, and a ban on detention without trial. 

Instead of accepting these very reasonable pro
posals, which have long been advocated by myself 
and by other opposition politicians in South Af
rica, the Pretoria regime, as is its wont, em
barked on a course of action that could only 
strengthen the sanctions lobby. Last May, while 
the Commonwealth mission was still in South Af
rica and was in the process of preparing its final 
report, the South African Defense Force carried 
out raids on Lusaka, Gaberone and Harare, the 
capitals of three neighboring Commonwealth 

countries. The official reason given was "to take 
out" A.N.C. bases. But the gains appeared to be 

· minimal. Politically aware South Africans as
cribed the raids to a Government attempt to 
prove to militant right-wing elements inside the • 
country that the Government had not "gone soft" 
on the A.N.C. and was not succumbing to outside 
pressures. 

Not surprisingly, diplomatic reaction abroad 
was totally hostile. The Commonwealth mission 
was understandably outraged, and its final report 
made this clear. Shortly afterward, negotiations 
broke down and the group reported to the Com
monwealth heads of government their "reluctant 
but unequivocal judgment that further talks 
would not lead anywhere in the current circum-
stances." . 

Paradoxically, it was during this tumultuous 
time that the most far-reaching reforms yet intro
duced by the South African Government in the di
rection of dismantling apartheid were enacted. 

--- I 
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An LB.M. office In a Johannesllurg suburb. 
The author advises that the bestthlng Amertcan 
businesses can do Is to stay, and canttnue to throW 
thewelghtofthelr~ behind sodaf dmtge. 

As a result of pressures from inside and outside 
the country, during the recent Parliamentary ses
sion, the Government offered to restore c;jtjzen
shie to those nen:n.anent residents in the republic 
Wllo ceased to be south African citizens when the 
four black homelands became "independent." 
(Even with~~P. h~er, the b!JiClCSin \ 
South Africa will not have i~ voting J 
rights.) . 

The Government also opened the central rn 1si 
. ness districts in major citi alf races. It made 
pro o p available to blacks in the 
townships. Ost Sigru 1cant of all, it abolished the 

15 
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hated pass laws and influx control, and replaced 
the old pass book with a common nonracial iden
tity document.. (lbe pass laws have. for many dec
ades inhibited the mobility of blacks and their 
right to lead family lives. Millions of people have 
been arrested for infractions of these laws, which 
have bedeviled the relationship between the po
lice and the black community.) 

Although many vital issUes remain to be ad
dressed - redistribution of land and the dispro
portionate living standards of white and black 
South Africans - there is no doubt that the re
forms signify a change of direction: away from 
apartheid. lbe recent reforms will undoubtedly 
have a p<isitive effect on the turure well-being ot 
black South Africans. In fact, had these changes 
taken piace five years earlier, the impact would 
have been far greater among blacks. As it is, they 
have been total{y overshadowed by the reimposi
tiOD of a state of emergency, the detention of thou
sands of people and the ongoing violence in the 
black townsbips. 

The reforms have evoked little reaction in deci
sion-making circles in the United States and E~ 1 

rope. (Ten years ago, theY would probably have 
been considered significant, particularly in the 
United States, which at the time might still have 
been harboring vivid recollections of its own civil
rights struggle of the 1960's.) · 

'Ibis response - or lack of it - to changes the 
South African Government considers to be of 
major importance has not only increased its in
transigence. but confirmed what it has long sus
pected: that the failure of the West to define pre
cisely what it means by "dismantling apartheid" 
is part of a ploy to move the goal posts as each de
mand is met; ultimately, the Government fears, 
the West will insist on the total transfer of power 
to the black majority. 'Ibis is simply not under 
consideration by the South African Government. 

Those who believe that a quick fix is likely to 
follow the imposition of sanctions, and that the 
Pretoria regime will collapse within a short time 
thereafter, are sadly misinformed. Certainly, if I 
believed in such a possibility, I would back sanc
tions to the hilt; Far more likely is a retreat into a 
siege economy, more oppression and more vio
lence. lbere will be a long, drawn-out confronta
tion between a well-armed military force shoring 
up the Government and a popular movement 
backed by the masses and using Irish Republican 
Army-type tactics in urban and rural areas. lbe 
latter strategy has already been put int9 effect. 

1be Reagan Adm.lnlstration•s policy of "con
structive engagement" may well be dismissed in 
a great many circles in the United States and else-· 
where. It has, at least, aimed for attainable objec
tives: to prevent forced removals of black com- · 
munities; to extend funds from the Agency for In
ternational Development (A.I.D.) to civil-rights 
organizations and drought-stricken areas; to 
p~ for the release of anti-apartheid detainees. 
Moreover, together with the SUllivan principles, it 
encouraged American businessmen and, by ex
ample, their South African and European coun
terparts, to be socially responsible. 

·Nowadays, the Sullivan principles are also in 
the doghouse. Drafted almost a decade ago by the 
Rev. Leon Sullivan, a black Baptist minister from 
Philadelphia, the code calls for the desegregation 
of workplaces, equal employment practices, 
training for nonwhites, social services for black 
workers and the promotion of trade unioDism. The 
code bas been adopted by about 65 percent of the 
260 or so American companies now doing business 

Dell..,..batuesatan~rallyatYale. 

Across the United States, espedally on campus-! 
-'C Democ:I ats, pressure against the South 

African Gownw1ient's ~continues to build. 

in South Africa. But many black South Africans 
feel that too much lip service bas been paid to the 
code and not enough action taken. 

While realinng that I lay myself open to the ac
cusation of paternalism, I have to say that lhave 
more respect for the American companies that 
have, so far anyway, remained in South Africa 
(and have .set aside millions of dollars for the 
education, training and housing of thei.r black em
ployees) than for those that have left the country. 
lbe companies that have left have taken with 
them what influence they could have had inside 
South Africa, thereby abandoning desperate, job
less breadwinners in a country with no social se
curity safety net, no dole and no food stamps. 

lbe moral outrage and desire for punitive ac
tion is something I understand very well, but the 
reality that will come as a result of a grievously 
afflicted economy will not be seen by those living 
thousands of miles away. That reality, com
pounded by decades of unequal employment op. 
portunities and oppression, is bleak beyond belief. 
True, many black South Africans say they ai>
prove of disinvestment and sanctions, despite the 
additional hardships they wUl endure as a result. 
They fall into four categories: those who have no 
jobs and nothing to lose; those who have jobs in 



"sheltered" employment and Will lose nothing; (rica, not to mention an estimated one million 
those who want everyone to lose everything "illegals." The neighboring states chensh me 
(theref<>re, "roll on the revolution" ). and, finally, hope that the Western nations will pick up the tab 
those who believe that the South African Govern- ( to make good the substantial losses they will sus
ment will crack at the first (or, at worst, second) tain after they cut their links with South Africa. 
sign of sanctions. The last category brings to Unfortunately, this hope is probably unfounded. 
mind a former British prime minister who pre- Unpalatable as it may seem to the sanctions 
dieted that it would take "weeks rather than lobby, the most practicable way to get rid of 
months" to bring down Ian Smith's Unilateral apartheid and to achieve a nonracial democratic 
Declaration of Independence in Rhodesia. In the society in South Africa iS through an ~ding. 
event, it took another 15 years and 30,000 dead. . Drn1ri5hing ec9Remy The. process oriiitegrating 

There are also leaders of the neighbormg black blacks as skilled workers into such an economy 
states who advocate sanctions against South Af.. would be expedited. Their economic muscle 
rica, despite the fact that southern Africa is one would then, through increased trade-union action, 
economic unit. Whatever harm IS done to South be a potent force not only in the workplace ·but 
Af.rica•s economy will certainly harm the econo- also in the sociopolitical sphere. Strike action and 
mies of the c.ountry's neighbors, which are de- consumedioycotcs bothofwbiChcan&euseztas 
pendent on South Africa for jobs, markets and ~porary expedients, Wil1Re-disinvestment and 
transportation. mandatory sanctions - are the most powerful 

The former High Commission territories q_f Bot- (weapons for blacks to use to resolve important 
swana. Les9tho and Swaziland are part of a"CiG- \ issues like political power-sharing. 
t_slm.S.lmion with south Africa from which the'Yde- Jiideed, consumer boycotts have already been 
rive su~tial revenues; Botswana and Lesotho used to great effect in some parts of the country, 
also belong to the rand monetary area. South Af- such as the eastern Cape Province, where many 

I rica 's Electricity Supply Commission is an impor- whi~wned shops were brought to the brink of 
tanCsource oTj)ower for these cowitries, which bankruptcy. Conversely, if blacks are unem-

1
! also depend entirely on routes through South Al.- ployed and have nothing to spend, such boycotts 

rica for trade. Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe are would be meaningless. It is astonishing to me that 
heavily dependent on"l:ciuttl African transport and those advocating punitive actions do not realize 
ports for their imports and exports. that, if successful, th.ey will have undermined the 

More ~ 250,000 foreign blacks WQrk In South most significant power base that blacks could ac. 
Afrjcan mines alone, earningJ!!J11ost 1 billion rand quire. 
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(about $400 million) a year, at least half of Wlirch Certainly, this approach presupposes a long
iS Npatriated. A fufthet 170,000 ~re~cks term ~trategy and blacks, especially young 
are employed in other occupations in South Af- blacks, want liberation now. No one should under-

estimate the fierce spirit of resistance that per
vades the black townships, but while incremental 
change IS certainly attainable, the replacement of 
the white minority government by a black ma
jority government is simpmy. not within reach, 
even ~ough many blacks believe Uuit the era of 
white domination is about to end. 

Those calling for sanctions and disinvestment 
often overtook two important factors. 

Yirst, while the present white minority Govern
ment in South Africa has no pretensions to demo
cratic rule, there are alsO no guarantees that it 
would be replaced by a nonracial democracy re. 
specting the rule of law. a free press, free associa
tion, free elections and an iniiependent judiciary, 
not to mention an economy free of state control. 

Second, South Africa does not consist only of an 
oppressed black majority and right-wing white 
oppressors. Ind~ 250.000 white voters (20 per
c:ent of the white electorate) in the last general 
elecijan in 1981 cast thetr"ballots for the official 
oppc;§jti01> j'jj]he House of A5semb1Y · the Pro
gressive federal Party, wbich has for years advo
cated the ending of apartheid and the establish
ment of a truly rel2!:..esentattve glivel'liment with 
protection for the legilliiiate rights of minorities. 
Although the pereentage Of those who voted 
against apartheid is small, It is nonetheless signif
icant. It may be well to rem.ember that from 1961 
to 1974 I was the only Member of Parliament 
elected on such a platform. 

Indications of support for such an alternative· 
government , from powerful nations like the 
United States would certainly encourage many 
more white South Africans to cast their votes 
against the Pretori~ regime at the next election, 
due at the latest in three years' time. At the very 
least, there could be a Parliamentary realign-
ment. · 

It may well be that all such arguments fall on 
deaf ears, and that they are adVanced in a lost 
cause. Nevertheless, they deserve to be made in 
the interest of millions of moderate South Af
ricans of all races who abhor apartheid, who have 
long fought the abominable practices of race dis
crimination and who are striving for a .peaceful. 
transition to a nonracial democracy. For them, at 
least, it is surely not too much to ask that they be 
spared the violence and misery of a scorched
earth policy. 

It is not at all certain whether President Rea
gan can stave off Congressional imposition of 
harsh punitive sanctions, as he tried to do in his 
recent speech on American policies toward South 
Africa. But if he does - and it is a big if - it is 
vital that the Pretoria Government use the time 
so won to accelerate the dismantling of apartheid, 
to provide better hoiising and education and, most 
important, to extend political rights to blacks. 
The release of Mandela as a prerequisite for ne
gotiations is an obvious first step, as are the re
lease of all persons detained without trial and an 
end to the state of emergency. 

The United States should keep up its condemna
tion of apartheid. The system of apartheid is an 
affront to people concerned with civilized values 
throughout the world. Its eradication would be an 
important gain for the civil-rights movement and 
would increase the sum of human freedom world
wide. The United States should exert pressure on 
apartheid, but not impose punitive measures that 
will wreck the South African economy. That is the 
strategy of despair that Will destroy the inherit
ance which blacks will inevitably share. • 
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TO: ALECK GOLOOERG - S A JE~ISH BOARD OFOEPUTIES 
Ff.~ : IAN SACKS 

HEREW!TH STATEMEUT lSSUEO £\Y ARCHOISllOP TUTU TO SAPA REUTER -
T II E Arn I J E \.I l s... c 0 fHi Et: Ts r; y AR c H B I s H 0 p 0 Es M Q N 0 Tu Tu 

·-----------------------------------------------------
11 JT HAS COME TO TH~ NOTICE Of THE OFFICE Of THE ARCHBISHOP THAT 
THER E SEEMS TO RE A CAMPAIGN TO OISCREOlT THE. RELATIONSHIP &ETWEEN 
THE AR C Hf\ I S H 0 P AN {I T H E J E W 1 S It C 0 l'i M UN I TY ltl S 0 UT H A F R 1 C A • R E C UH L Y 
TtiE ARCHBISHOP HAS f.F.t~I auoreo AS HAVlli(, NAOE CEIHA.lN ANTl-JEUISH 
STATEMENTS. THE F1RST OF THESE STATEHENTS APPEARED IN AN ARTICLE 
0 F THE A 0 S T 0 N J EU I S It T I f.1 E S 0 U 2 ?'TH fl 0 VE MB ER 1 9 8 6 • THE S TATEM ENT 
WttICl'l APPAP.E'flTLY ORIGillATEO It~ JERUSALEU QUOTES THE ARCHBISHOP AS 

_. HA V I N r, S A l 0 T Ii AT Ttt E J E W S A P. E T HE Fi 1 G G E s·T E X PL 0 IT E R-S 0 f BL AC KS l N 
SOUTH AFRICA. IT IS PURPORTED THAT THE STATEMENT ~AS MADE IN A . 
SPEECH OELIV~~E~ ltt SOUTH AFR[CA !~ 198& SOON AFTER RECEIVING THE 
tJO 6 EL PE AC t: PRIZE • APPARENTLY TH~ MF.ET I HG WAS A Rlh\ N G-E 0 G Y· · T H·f. - .. 
ROii.RD OF DEPUTIES OF ~OUTll AFRICAN JEWS WHER£ ACCORDING TO THIS 
A R T IC L E A ~ C t1 B I. S II 0 P T U T U S 11 0 C K E 0 H I S A U D I E N ( E B Y 0 E C L A R I N G T H A T , 
A N 0 W E Q ll 0 T E T H F. P A F' E R ' ' 1 N T E RM S 0 f_ T H E ti E H T E S T AM E tJT T H E J E W S 

- Mus T s u r F ER THERE F 0 P. £: "'E w I LL p u T. I T I NT 0 p RA c T l c E 1 F \.IE w l .L L a E 
HI CHAP.GE''. THE OFFICE OF THE ARCllRISHOP HAS NO KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
MEETIHG WHEPE . THE A~CHnlSHOP ADDRESSED THE DOA~D OF DEPUTIES OF 
S I) U T H A F R I C A l·J J E W S 1 N 1 ·9 8 4 • I N f A C T t.; C SU C H M f f I f r~ T 0 0 K PL A C E • 
THIS PARTICULAR ARTICLE GOES FURTHER TO SAY THAT HE BOARD OF ~ 
OErUTIES DEClDfD NOT TO PU8LIC1ZE THE REMARKS OUT OF FEAR THAT 
• • T u Tu • • · A s T H p P u T 1 T 1 M n1 e P A P E R ~1 o 1; L o a e A ti G R v AN o w o u L c s E c o N E 
EVEV MORF. ANTI JEWISH. THIS OF COU~SE IS EOUALLY UNTRUE. MORE 
P. E C f. IH L Y 0 11 TH E S A 6 C P R 0 G R Mi M ~ R A D I 0 T C 0 A Y T HE P R 0 G F. AM M E W H I C II \-1 AS 
BROADCAST ON 6TH JAHUARY .1987 A CERTAIN CONNIE LAWN FiOM WASHINGTON 
MEHTICNEO IN A REPORT THE SAHE STATEMENT FROM ROSTON JEWISH 
TIMES. WE WANT TO REPEAT THAT ThESE ARE OUTRIGHT LIES AND WOULD 
LIKE THE SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION TO B~ING CONCRETE EVIDENCE THAT 
THE ARCHRI~HOP OIO IN FACT S~Y THIS. ~E WANT TO POINT OUTT 
THAT IT LOOKS LIKE AU OP.CliESTRATEO ENOE.'4VOUR ro OISCR'EOlT THE 
RELATIONSHIP THE ARCH~ISHOP HAS WITH THE JEWISH COMMUNITY lN SOUTH 

IJ 
AFRICA. IT IS KNOW THAT HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE ~OARD OF DEPU-
TIES Of SOUTH A ~ERY SOUND ONE A~D THAT HlS FUTURE 
VISITS TO lSRAll WILL CARRY THEIR SUPPOR • , W DISPU t 
AGS0(01ELY THESE LIES AND WANT TO PLACE IT ON ~ECORD THAT THE 
A~CHBISHOP EHJOYS A VERY GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH THE JEWS IN SOUTH 
AF~ICA. WE SINCERE~Y HOPE THAT A~Y MISUNOERSTANOlNG THAT HAS BEEN 
CREATEO RY QUOTES 8P.OM 7HESE NEWSPAPERS WILL INDEED BE CORRECTED IU 
R E s P o u s E T o T H I s s i A T E r·: E N r • • . · , · 
4~8QR03 SA 

s-2nos1 SA 
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II! THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE '"'m"'"' ""'"'" ~,,,i;,., 165 U6 St., ... y~~ N.Y.10022, ~m 751-4000 
The American Jewish Commillee. founded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations 
agency in the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations for a ll people. 

MORTON YARIAON, Director of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK, Feb. 18 ••• Theodore Ellenoff, president of the American Jewish 

Committee, today termed "baseless and inflammatory" a recent pre.ss · report 

attriouting strongly anti-Semitic remarks to Arch~ishop Desmond Tutu of South 

Africa !· 

The report, carried by a number of Anglo-Jewish and general newspapers, 

alleges that Archbishop Tutu told a closed meeting or the Board of Deputies of 

South"African Jews in 1984 that "Jews were the biggest exploiters of blacks, so 

they must suffer," and that "there will be no sympathy for the Jew.s when the 

Blacks take over." The report said that the Board failed to publicize these 

remarks "out of fear that Tutu would become even more anti-Jewish." 

AJC 's International Relations Department contacted by telephone leaders of 

the South African Jewish community . Mr . Ellenoff declared that both South 

Afric an Jewish spokesmen and Archbishop Tutu have categorically denied these 

changes. In light of these denials, Mr. Ellenoff cautioned that, ~the crisis 

affl:icting South Africa ls a natural breeding ground for sensationalistic and 

false reports about prominent political figures there •.. • In addition ~o distort

ing the truth, such reports confuse and inflame debate about South ~frica at a 

time· when clear-headed thinking is required from all those who oppose apartheid 

and support non-violent democratic change." 

The full text of the AJC statement follows: 

"A recent press report attributing harshly anti-Semitic comments to 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa, which first appeared in the Boston 
Jewish Times of November 27, 1986 and has been reprinted elsewhere, is baseless 
and inflammatory. The report, which claims that Tutu told a close meeting of 
the Board of Deputies of South African Jews in 1984 that 1 The· Jews are the 
biggest exploiters of Blacks, so they must suffer,' and that 'there will be no 
sympathy for the Jews when the Blacks take over, 1 has been categorically denied 
byr'the Board of Deputies and by Archbishop Tutu. 

"Archbishop Tutu's office has issued a statement about the Boston Jewish 
Times report, affirmed that 'no such meeting took place,' that the report 
contains 'outright lies, ' and that it 'looks like an orchestrat.ed endeavor to 
discredit the relationship that the Archbishop has with the Jewish colMl.lnity of 
South Africa. I t is known that this relationship is a very ·-sound one • .. ' 
Slmilarly, the Executive Director of the Board of Deputies, Aleck Goldberg, has 
stated that 'we did not meet in 1984 but rather in 1986,' and that in the latter 
meet in 'we ordial exchange of views.' Mr. Goldberg added: 'Everything 
stated in the report is 

Th d £1 II 
· • •• • • more 

eo ore leno • President: Leo Nevas. Chair, 8<1ard of Governors: Rot>en s. Jacob$. C~r. Nauonat Executive Council; Edward E. Elson. Chair. eoanl ol Trustees; 

David M. Gordis, Executive Vice-President • 

Washlnglon Ott Ice, 2027 Massael>useos Av~ .. N.W., 'washington. D.C. 20036 • Europe hQ,; 4 Rue de la Bienfalsance. 75008 Pa~s. France • Israel hQ.: 9 Ethiopia st .. Jerusalem 95149. 1srael 

South Ame11ca hQ . (temporary ofllce): 165 E. 56 St., New Yorlt. N.Y. 10022 • Mexico-Central Amenca hq.: Av e1ercito Naclonal 533, Mexico 5. O.f. 
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"The crisis af fllcting South Africa is a natural breeding ground for sensa
tionalistic and false reports about prominent political figures · there. Often, 
these stories are contrived for political reasons calculated to manipulate 
public opinion. In addition to distorting the truth, such reports confuse and 
inflame debate about South Africa at a time when clear-headed thinking is 
·required from all those who oppose apartheid and support non-violent democratic 
change." 

A delegation of AJC leaders visited South Africa in October 1985 and has 

maintained contact with diverse elements of South Afri ca since that mission . An 

AJC Task Force on South Africa, headed by E. Robert Goodkind, has been develop

ing a series of policy statements and programs in opposition to apartheid. 

The American Jewish Committee is this country's pioneer human relations 

organization. Founded in 1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and 

religious rights of Jews here and abroad, and advances the cause of improved 

human relations for all people everywhere. 

87-960-29 
AJRZ, Bl 
7357-IR0(1)/AR 
2/18/87 
87-550 

* * * * 
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Chicago church leaders protest deientions of two South Africans 

By Religious News Service 
. . . ' ,,,.-. 

NEW YORK (RNS) - Leaders of (:hicago's Catholic and Lutheran communities have 
issued a joint statement.protesting the continued detention of two ctiurch officials In South 
Africa. · · 

The detained churchmen are the Rev. Smangaliso Mkwatsha, secretary general of the 
Southern African Catholic Bishops' Coilference, detained since June 12, and the Rev. Samuel 
Tsele, a pastor in the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Southern Africa, detained since Dec. 12. 

The Chicago statement was issued by Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of the Roman Catholic 
Arc.hdiocese of Chicago, Bishop Paul Erickson of the Lutheran Church in America, Bishop· 
Ehme Ost~rbur of the American Lutheran Church and Bishop ViCtor Brandt of the Association 
of Evangelical Lutheran Churches. .. · 

Father Mkwatsha .was rep0rtedly fortured by ·his jailers in August. He is one of five 
churchmen nominated io succeed the Rev. Beyers Naude as executive head of the South 
African Council of Churches. · 

.Mr. Tsele was preparing to begin· graduate studies at the Lutheran School of Theology 
at Chicago at the time of his arrest. He had been involved in efforts to. find alternatives to 
student boycotts of government schools in South Africa. 

·The bishops' statement, to be read at church services on Palm Sunday, April 12,. 
encourages church members to pray for the two men's release and to write to authorities on 
their behalf. 



Propagandists' Allianc_e: 
Israel and South Africa 
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Dr. Allan L. Kagedan is a Policy Analyst in tne Inter
national Relations Department of the American Jewish 
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Since the autumn of 1984, .when the world awoke to the violenc~ bred 
by South African aparthei.d, Western nations have begun to reassess their 
relations with Pretoria. The U.S., the EEC, and the Commonwealth have 
imposed sanctions aimed at pressuring Pretoria to democratize the South 
Afr lean political system and· to eliminate apartheid. Oebate over 
Western foreign relations with South Africa has led as well · to scrutiny 
of Israel's relations with the Botha regime. Curiously, commentators on . 
Israel-South African relations tend to imply or state that Israel and 
South Afr.lea are in an "alliance" with one another and .thus transform 
theJr reporting into a propaganda tool. For "alliance" suggests bonds of 
sent~ment, ideology, and self-interest, with conspiratorial undertones. 

Devlsed outs'ide the U.S., the alliance notion has made inroads into 
the American media. Within the past two years, a Christian Science · 
Monitor writer characterized Israel's relations with South Africa as "an 
alliance of pragmatism." Alexander Cockburn, a columnist for The 
t-·fotion, ·"'rot'e a piece on Israel and South Africa titled, "Apartheid 
Alliance." An article in Mother Jones states that "South Africa /is/ 
Israel's closest ally, second only to the United States." The alliance 
not ion has been hinted at through use of the ·phrase "close friend". 
(Washington Post) or "traditlonal fr.lend''. (Newsday) and .strategic ally 
(Chicago Sun-Times). Whether Israel's March 18, 1987 decision to phase 
out its military relations with Pretoria and reduce official conta9ts, 
cultural and tourist ties will affect this trend remains to be seen. 

·The case made for the existence of an "alliance" between Israel and 
South Africa rests on claims ·made about trade and ~ilitary relations, 
the history and ideology of the two countries, the cur.rent status of . 
their Arab or black citizens, and their foreign policies. After review
ing the allegations made about an Israel-South Afric~ "alliance" notion, 
th is· paper will examine . the motives and methods of its purveyors. 

Trade and Military Relations 

One pillar of the Israel-South Africa "alliance" is the purported 
extensive trade between the two countries. Christian Science Monitoc 
contributor Peter Allen-Frost sees thei.r "brisk trade" creating an 
"almost symbiotic relationship" of Pretoria and Jerusalem • . Data from · 
the International Monetary fund does not support his contention. In 
1983, for instance, the value of U.S. exports to South Africa was 32 
times that of Israeli exports; West Germany 30 times as grea~; and black 
African countries, four times as great. tn 1985 South African exports 
to Israel amounted to $87 million·, a small amount compared with exports 
to black Africa ($567 million); Israel imported $40 2illion in South 
African goods, while black Africa imported $157 million. 

Supporters of the Israel-South Africa alliance notion · ~lso point to 
other sources of trade. Si.nee South Africa (along with the USS~ ahd 
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several African states) ·is a major producer of di'amonds, and since 
Israel has a large-scale diamond polishing industry, they claim that 
Israeli-South African trade is large when diamonds are taken into 
account. Yet South Africa's diamonds are sold at the London Interna
tional Diamond Exchange to Israeli and other dealers. No government to 
government sales occur. · 

Not surprisingly, Israel's critics ignore the exten·sive diamond
based relationship between the USSR and the. South-Afr'ican Debeers 
Corporation. The USSR sells its diamonds to Debeers to sustain. a 
world-wide cartel; the Soviets earn about one billion dollars annually 
on their South Afric_an sales, paying taxes to the South African govern
ment, and thus boosting the South African economy. · The USSR may well be 
placing more dollar~ in Prime · Minister ·Botha' s pockets ·than in ANC 
coffers • . In comparison, Israeli di?mond polishers ·p~ay· a marginal role 
in South African economic life. 

The issue of military trade is cited as another tangible example of 
a special relationship between Israel and South Africa. A picture of 
tsrael's ~ilitary sales to South Africa, along with the sales of other 
Western nations is· available, thanks to the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid 
Act of 1986 which authorized a State Department to report on this 
subject. Conceding that it gives "a partial, incomplete, and somewhat 
random picture," the report .refers to three "notable patterns" in 
weap~ns supply to South Africa. First, French, Italian and Israeli 
companies h·ave maintained and upgraded weapons systeins provided before 
the 1977 UN arms embargo on South ·Africa. Seccind, . prior to the Israeli 
government's· March 18, 1987 decision to phase" out military contacts, 
I.sr aei "appears t ·o have sold military systems and sub-systems and 
provided technical assistance on a regular basis." Third, German, 
British, Dutch and Swiss companies "have on occasion" sold arms to South 
Africa and engaged in gray ·area .sales. · (US Department of State, Un
classified Section SOS. Report . ) 

According tQ the State Department report, then, what distinguishes 
Israel's role is the degree· of '.government involvement in the sales. This 
is not surprising • . Israel's small ~ize and immense security needs, 
coupled with .a long tradition. of state ownership, lea<is to greater 
government ·involvement in the arms industry than is the cas_e in other 
Western countries. There is nothi"ng id~ological or ·sentimental about 
Israel's military relations with Pretoria. . 

Nonetheless, one never hears of an Italian or French "alliance" 
with South Africa. Nor does one · hear of 'an Arab-Muslim alliance with 
Pretoria. Yet in 1985, Iran earned $750 mil.lion from an oH saie to 
South Africa; in 1986, its enemy, Iraq, earned $1 billion in oil 
revenues from Pretoria. Indeed, b~tween 1980 and 1986, Arab countries 
al'.ld Iran sold; through third par::ties, about $7.7 billiOn dollars worth 
of oil to South A fr ica. This oil flows into South African cars, troop 
carriers,

5
riot-control vehicles,, tanks, airplanes and military transport 

vehicles. . 
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The Siamese· Twins 

To the promoters of the Israel-South Africa alliance notion, trade 
and military issues are background for their more ambitious claim: that 
the two countries resemble each o.ther in their history, social composi
tion and ideology. The roots of this comparison date back at least two 
decades. 

In the ., 960' s, the French New Left proyided the theoretical basis 
for comparing Israel and South Africa. In I~rael: A Colonial Settler 
State ( 1967), Max ime Rod in son, a former French Communist, pictures 
Zionism as .Part of "European expansion into ••• the Third World •• • "and an 
expression of "a racist state of mind." No longer was Zionism a Jewish 
national liberation ·movement; it was now an arm of the new imperialism 
intent on enslaving third world peoples . Before long, the PLO and its 
supporter.s realized the propaganda potential of this formula~ion, and 
the mythical alliance between Israel and South Africa . w~s born. 

Taking a leaf from the 1967 book, for instance, two recent writers 
say that " ••• both Israel and South Africa are settler states in which 
immigrants have seized land ft om the indigenous peoples." Unlike 
contemporary anti-Israel polemicists, Rodinson, an avowed Marxist, 
admitted that few sovereign states can disclaim a past where "im
migrants" have displaced "indigenous peoples"; certainly not the U.S., 
Canada, Br.itain, Mexico, and above all the USS.~, where the7Russian half 
of the population dominates some 107 smaller nationalities. 

History Invented 

.. In addition to a common ideology, alliances, anti-Israel propa
gandists reason, must have a historical foundation. To butress their 
case for Israel-South Africa alliance, publicists scour Zionist history 
for evidence of contact between Zionist leaders and South Africans. 
Naturally, Zionists did have contacts with South Africans. Aspiring 
national movements have contact with any potential supporter. But if 
Zionists werein contact with South African political figures, they were 
in touch also with Soviet, British and American officials. If contact 
meant alliance, ·the U.S. and the Soviet Union, whose representative meet 
regularl:y, would. be considered firm allies. 

Historically, moreover, Zionism and South African apartheid differ 
markedly. Zionism's aim was ·to gain full citizenship and security for 
Jews, and recognition for Jewish culture -- precisely the goals that 
South Africa's black majority is striving for. Zionists were escaping a 
European equivalent of apartheid -- residential segregation in Tsarist 
Russia, inaccessibility to political office, violent attacks with police 
connivance, and, ultimately, genocide. Zionism addressed these histor
ical facts. Nowhere in mainstream Zionist history .can one find doctrin-
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al statements favoring inequality, discriminatory legal decrees, or 
motives of proselytism or profit ---

8
common anong colonial regimes and 

characteristic of apartheid's histo~y. 

On the other hand, South Afr lean colonists recruited native 
Africans as laborers. The Boers who undertook the Great Trek -- one of 
the founding lf9Jends of .A.frika_nnerdom . -- took slaves along to attend to 
common chores. Quite to the contrary, Zionists stubbornly resisted 
normal economic laws and many early Zionist settlements refused to hire 
Arab laborers. Ironically, anti-: Israel wr i ws have class·i fled the 
Zionist refusal to-hire Arab labor as "racism." 

Int~rnal Dissimilarities 

Israel's detractors compare to the friction between Israeli Jews 
and Arabs with .relations between South African whites and blacks. They 
also claim that the status of Israeli Arabs is no better than South 
African blacks. 

It is accurate to say that ethnic tension exists in Israel, and · 
also in South Africa, but ethnic conflict also exists in Canada (English 
and French), the Soviet Union, (Russian-Ukranian, Georgian, Uzbek, etc.) 
Belgium (Flemish and Waloons), and Sri Lanka (Tamil and Sinhalese) to 
name a few examples. What distinguishes South Africa is not that it is 
the site of ethnic conflict or that one ethnic grou~ is economically 
better off than another: these phenomena are widespread, if not 
universal. South Africa is unusual because one group -- the whites -
has sought to perpetuate its unequal status through the law. The issue · 
in South Africa is not only power -- it is equality. If the legal 
barriers to full equality of the black majority were lowered, the ethnic 
conflict might subside, as it is in other multi-ethnic states. 

In Israel, of course, ethnic groups enjoy legal equality. Israeli 
Arabs are Israeli citizen.s. They vote for whom they wish, live where 
they wish. Arabs benefit from an open press, that criticizes what it 
sees as official abuses of Arabs, and from the advice and counsel of 
·some 30 independent human rights groups. No serious comparison can be 
drawn between the status of Israeli Arabs and South African blacks • 

. What of the Arabs living in the occupied territories? Because of 
security requirements, population.s living under military rule generally 
do not have the legal protections that apply under civilian rule. Also, 
since they are not citizens, West Bank Arabs can riot participate fully 
ln the political process. This is an unfortunate situation for Israel 
and for the Arab occupants of the West Bank and Gaza. But, again, an 
analogy with South African blacks is unfounded. To provide West Bank 
and Gaza Arab with full Israeli citizenship would require formal Israeli 
annexation of these. territories -- which would eliminate any hope of a 
political autonomy to which ·Arabs living in the occupied territories 
aspire. On the other hand, South Afric~n blacks do want to be included 
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fully in South African life. They reject the government's attempts to 
classify them as citizens of 11autonomous11 tribal homelands. The polit
ical goals of South African blacks and Arabs living in the West Bank and 
Gaza could not be more different. 

For·eign Relations 

Allies often have common foreign policy goals as well as domestic 
values •. Writing in 1984, James Adams states that 11during the last ten 
years, Israel and South Africa have felt more isolated and surrounded by 
enemies •••• In this isolation, they have drawn .increasingly together 

11 This "close alliance with South Africa places t .he two most 
powerful nations at either end of the African continent effectively 
under the same umbrella, with a joint foreign policy ••• " He continues, 
"With. the black African nations in an effective pincer between South 
Africa and Israel, their freedom to develop economical+~ and to take 
independent political action will be severely restricted." 

. Adam's claim that Israel and South Africa are similarly isolated, 
and his conclusion that this common status leads them into a conspiracy 
against Africa, is specious. Indeed, Israel is expanding its diplomatic 
reach at the same time as South Africa is growing more isolated. In 
1986, Spain recognized Israel, Poland established an "interests section" 
in Israel, and Greece is moving toward diplomatic recognition . All 
this, while the U.S., Canada, the Commonwealth countr~es and the 
European Economic community have imposed economic sanctions on South 
Africa. 

Israel•s expansion relations with other nations is bound to push 
its foreign policy interests further apart from Pretoria. Most Afric'an 
countries broke relations with Israel in 1973, but since 1982, Zaire, 
Liberia, the Ivory Coast, and Cameroon have reestablished relations. The 
Cameroonian leader, President Paul Biya, and leaders of other African 
nations including Nigeria, reportedly have called on Israel to downgrade 
its ties wit!'\ Pretoria1 ~s a condition for. expansion of their relations 
with the Jewish state. Israel's re-entr'y into Africa .has undermined 
the credibility of the assertion that Israel and South Africa have 
identical foreign policy interests. Maariv, a leading Israeli · daily, 
put it thus: "One of the prices we will have to pay -- if we really 
want to go back to our old old days in Africa ••• -- is the cooling of 
our relations with South Africa." In addition, the strong stands taken 
by the U.S. and American Jews against South Africa's apartheid policy 
further reduce any common foreign policy interests of Jerusalem and 
Pretoria. It was reportedly in response to pressure from these parti'es 
that Israel decided to curta11 relations with Pretoria on March 18, 
1987. 

Propaganda Alliance 

If Israel and South Africa are not allies, who is purveying this 
notion? Several parties present themselves. 
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Soon after its formation in 1964, the PLO decided on a two-pronged 
strategy, that included terrorist, . operations and the gaining of 
political legitimacy through diplomacy. The PLO's military strength was 
broken by the 19$2 Israeli invasion of Lebanon and by subsequent 
internal political divisions. But the PLO's diplomatic offensive has 
continued, and the group has expanded its relations with African 
nations. 

The dissemination of the Israel-South Africa alliance myth serves 
the PLO's purpose of defaming Israel. A primary forum for this propa
ganda effort is the UN. Each year for the past decade, the UN General 
Assembly has adopted, by wide margins, resolutions condemning the "alli
ance between Israel and South Africa." On the authority of this resolu
tion, symposia are organized and publications are issued. In July 1983, 
for instance, a "Conference on the Alliance Between Israel and South 
Africa," was held under UN auspices in Vienna. Representatives of the UN 
Committee on the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People partici
pated actively in the meeting. Working with bodies such as the U.N·. 
Centre Against Apartheid, this UN Committee has published a series of 
studies alleging f~ alliance between Israel and South Africa, including 
Roslynd Ainslie's. · . 

. In the U.S., the PLO relies on sympathizers to get the message 
across that Israel and South Africa are allies. 14The Chicago-based 
Palestinia~ Human Rights Campaign, founded in 1977, conducted a July 
1985 Middle East tour for academics, which was addressed by, among 
others, Yassir Arafat. Upon returning to the U.S., one group membTS 
compared Israelis treatment of the ·Arabs to South African apartheid. 
In its September 1985 bulletin, the Palestine Human Rights Campaign 
referred to Israel as "apartheid like," and in September 1986, it 
organized a panel discussion in Chicago on similarities between Israel 
and South Africa. Dr. Alan Boesak, the head of the United Democratic 
Front, the le.ading anti-apartheid prot;s

6
t group in South Africa, was 

scheduled to speak, but failed to appear. 

In ·1986, -another pro-PLO . group with a more Marxist orientation, the 
November 29 coalition, co-sponsored with the African National Congress a 
19-city tour on the Israel - South Africa alliance theme. Based on 
remarks made at these meetings, two prominent figures in _the coalition 
wrote an article for American-Arab Affairs, "South Africa: The Israeli 
Connection," which reads as a virtua119ompendium of arguments to show 
that Israel and South Africa are allied. · 

A third PLO supporter active in propagandizing this myth is the 
Palestine Research and Educational Centr·e of Washington D.C., which in 
1984 published "Israel and South A fr ica: Partners in Repression" by 
Alfred T. Moeleah. The familiar message of this pamphlet is: "Israel 
and South Africa becam18partners because they are both racist settler 
colonial states (p. 4)." 

1' • • • 
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A second purveyor of the alliance myth is the Soviet Union. Since 
it began in the early 1970's, the Kremlin has sought to end the Soviet
Jewish emigration movement through a variety of means -- intimidation in 
the form of arrests on trumped up charges, anti-:!ewish publications, 
releasing some Jews to "let off steam" and a flood of negative media 
portrayals of Israel. The propagation of the notion that Israel and 
South Africa are allied is intended to make Israel seem evil and 
imperiled - - hardly a desirable dest"ination for Soviet Jews. 

. . 
Propagating the Israel-South African alliance myth also serves 

Soviet foreign policy interests. By linking Israel with South Africa, 
and pointing to the close ties between Israel and the United States, the 
Soviets aim to tar the image of the U.S., its main rival • . Indeed, the 
Soviet Union's efforts to depict Israel, the U.S. and other Western 
countries as allies of South Africa (even though the USSH itself has 
strong economic links with Pretoria) is one of its chief aspects of its 
African strategy~ Soviet support of the Israel-South Africa alliance 
canard is also a political favor to the PLO and the Arab world . 

A superpower, the Soviet Union can devote considerable resources to 
this propaganda effort • . It uses domestic publicatio~~ such as Sotsi
listicheskaia Industriia (March 30, 1986) as follows: " ••• ultimately 
it is not a question of how many bombs ••• the South African racists and 
Israeli Zionists are prepared to.drop on their neighbors •• • the main 
thing is that in their identically fascist, antihuman essence, in their 
assertions concerning the "exclusiveness" of their race .•• they are 
prepared to do this." 

The Soviet Union also instructs its allies to vote in favor of UN 
resolutions alleging an Israel-South Africa alliance, and presses them 
to participate in UN conferences on this theme. At the 1985 UN General 
Assembly, for instance, the Czech representative compared Israel's 
policy toward the West Bank ~Bd Gaza with "South Africa's practices," as 
did the Vietnamese delegate. 

Other promoters of the Israel-South Africa alliance myth include 
non-aligned states, radical leftists, and, curiously, the South African 
government and some of its right-wing supporters. The non-aligned 
states, including African, Arab, Asian and Latin American members, voice 
support for the idea either, one would imagine, out of fealty to the 
USSR (Cuba), or for the pragmatic reason that the myt~ helps to hold 
together the fractious non-aligned movement (Zimbabwe) . A linking of 
Israel with South Africa forms a natural bridge between Arabs and 
Afr leans. 

Radical American leftists also like to compare Israel with South 
Africa. The California publication, Israeli Foreign Affairs, devotes 
considerable ~ttention to this theme, and one left-wing activist claims 
that the notion has "spread throughout the anti-apartheid29nd Central 
America solidarity movements in the San Franclsc~ area." Left-wing 
support for the notion that Israel and South Africa. are allies stems 
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from a world view that sees the forces of "liberation," including the 
PLO and ANC, waging battle against ever new branches of imperialism. 

Right-wing supporters of South Africa also attempt to analogize 
Israel and South Africa. A Washington-based right-wing group, Sentinel, 
has argued that American anti2~partheid legislation hurt~ South Africa's 
friends -- among them Israel • . 

The Myth's Future 

The rise in salie~ce of the South Africa issue has been a mixed 
blessing for the purveyors of the notion that Israel and South Africa 
are allies. On the one hand, the increased interest in South Africa has 
brought the myth greater exposure in the U.S. and the West ' as a whole. 
But as the American and Western media have begun to examine South 
Africa's internal situation and its foreign relations, information about 
Arab, Soviet and European ties to Pretoria also come into focus . The 
mythical alliance between Israel and South Africa, the invention of 
Israel's adversaries, will have a difficult time surviving critical 
assessment by Western public opinion. 

.. . \ ... 
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Bayatd ' Rustin 

SOUTH AFRICA TASK FORCE 

May 15." 1987 

Apartheid . is one of the most distressing moral problems in the world. 

But the reason it has· become· an important American ·political issue· is · 

· different. In America, blacks remain .disadvantaged, but unlike· the 

case in the 1960'~, there is no legal · remedy for this problem, ~nd 

therefore American political leaders focus on apartheid as a clear 

moral target. 

Democracy, not apartheid, is the real ·issue· in . South Africa; if South 

Africa became democrat!~~ ,·apartheid · would en:d. The· achievement of 

democracy in South Africa ~ill be diffi.cul't 'but· we .must remember that 

it ·took a century to guarantee black political rights in America •. 

. If we assume, that, one day, blacks will rule South Africa, and if we 

want to promote democracy ther_e, we mus't ask ourselves what we can do 

to build democra~ic infrastructures among b1a·cks . Since· hungry people 

which AJC is thinking of working with) ... can not create democracy, and 

therefore organ.izations like Operation Hun'ger romote demo~ra~y. 

William. Jacobson 

Ameri~ans can not be neutral . about . apartheid, but, considering that we 

have .. not yet achiev.ed r~ci~~:. equality,. here in the US, we can not be 

sant.imonious. South A~!='ica:., is complex. The recent election victory of 

the National Party refl~cts . that part '.s successful strategy of capitilizing 

on popular anger against foreign interference. The National Party 

will consider the election as a mandate for its version of change. 

US policy toward South Africa aims at promoting power-sharing. 
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America recognizes that South Africans themselves will determ~ne. their 

country's future. The US is urging all parties to. the conflict to begin 

negotiating now. Otherwise violence may claim hundreds of thousands of 

casualties, most of them black. 

No matter what the future brings to . South Africa, . the country will.need 

· trained black people, and the US governmen~, in addition to its ·own 

programs,. encourages private organizations like AJC to engage in positive 

work .in South Afric~. 

Shimon Samuels 

Israel's March ' l8 decision to reduce ties with South Africa was of 

major importance. Stimulated directly by the US State Department 

report on foreign arm sales to South Africa, the Israeli decision also 

reflected improving relations between Israel and black Africa. In 

addi,t~on to phasing out all military sale.s, Israel has stopped all 

cultural relations with Pretox:ia, except for ties with South African 

Jews~ Reportedly, the South African ambassador to Israel was furious 

at the March 18 decision. 
~ ; : .: 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Replying to a question from Bill Gralnik, Bayard Rustin said that he 

was opposed to travel to South Africa for entertainment. purposes, 

but favored travel for human rights porposes . Bayard added that 

he feared that if the situation in South Africa becomes truly re~o

lutionary , the groups who will suffer first will be liberal whites , 

the coloured, Indiap~. anq moderate blacks . 

Marc Tanenbaum proposed that we begin a large scale campaign to 

re-educate the American people about South Africa. 

Cedrick Suzman said that h~ had the terrible feeling that the ground 

had been cut out from under the -feet of moderates~ 

Willaim Jacobson repiied that despite the disappo~nting election 

results, there were several hopeful signs tn· South Africa: the reje~tion 

of apartheid by the Synod of the .Dutch Reform Church; the beginning 

of ant i-apartheid protest at Stellenboch University, an Afrikaner 

strongholds: the resignation of Mr. de Cler~, a cabinet minister's ·. 

brother, from his newspapaer, because of the new censorship regulations. 

Bayard Rustin added that if the elections lead to more repression a 

larger number of white pro.~e~sionals will flee South Afi:i:ca, increasing 

the demand for qualified blac~~· whose power will thereby also increase . 

Replying to question about . . South African Jews, David Harris said that 

they do not consider themselves to b~ , nor do. they do want to be consi-

dered, . an endangered community. Nonetheless AJC has consulted with HIAS 

about contingency plans in case of emergency . Allan Kagedan added that 

AJC has assisted the South African Board of Jewish Deputies, politically, 

in the past few months . 

• .. 
; ' I' 
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William Jacobson, replying to a question about congressional activity 

on South Africa, said that this year was quieter for several reasons: 

it was not an election year; the Iran-Contra affair captured the 

headlines; and South African censorship regulations have diminished the 

US TV .networks footage. Still, a new atrocity can rekindle public 

interest. 

Speaking about the general situation, Bayard Rustin mentioned that, in 

an unofficial poll in Soweto taken last wee~, Helen s'uzman placed. 8th 

in popu.l..arity for the Pre.sidency of South Africa. 

Mr. Rustin suggested that AJC consider a program to educate the media 

on South Arrica. He also strongly endorsed AJC work with Operat~o~ 

Hunger . 

" · .. :.· 

Conclusion 

E. ' Ro~ert Goodkind said . that the South Afr~can Task Force will press 

ahea<;l with its plan to ·work with Operation Hun'ger, and will also 

consider the other suggestions made by the. speakers. 

· . ·.· : 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date June 11, 1987 

to Marc Tanenbaum 

from Alla'n · Kagedari 

subJect Reminders re s ·outh Afrfca · 

(1) On June 24, at 12.:45 ~he. South Africa 
Task Force will be meeting·· to 'fil:ttaleze our 
proposals to the Officers. Before that 
meeting, ·you a~reed to:· 

(a) discuss the Operation Hunger proposals 
with Lawrence Simon and get several .suggesti 
for priorities; 

(b) speak with Ina Perlman in Sout~ Africa; 
. . 

(c) put South Africa on the Officers Agenda. 

('2) You will be chairing a meeting . with 
Dr. Oscar Dhlomo on Tuesday.~ June 16 at 
2 pm in Room 800 B. 

Announcements of both meetings are attached. 

Bes·t regards. 

' .: .,., 
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Dear friend: 

• 
The American Jewish 
Committee 

Inst itute of Human Relat ions 
165 East 56 Street. 
New' York, New York.10022-2746 
212751-4000 . 

June· 10, 1987 

Enclosed is a summary of . the May 15 South African Task Force 
meeting. 

Our next meetfng will be held on Wednesday, June 24 at 12:45 in 
Room 8008 at AJC·:·h~adquarters. Lunch will be served. . .. .. ' . .. . ... . 

;.~ 1~. ~ . 
We wil 1 oe f iJi'aliz.i ng our presentation to the Officers of our ... 
proposed cooper"atton"''with Operation Hunger, and will . be consider
ing other ideas r ·ai sed at our May 15 meeting. We will also 
con~ider. the · implications for A:JC policy, if any, of Rev. Leon 
Sullivan's renun.ci at ion of his fair-employment principles for 
U.S. companies · in South Africa. 

Could you please call Susann Schoenberger at (212) 751-4000, ext. 
277 to indicate whether you will be able to attend. 

I look forward to seeing you· on June 24th. 

Sincerely, 

I M~ 
· E. Robert Goodkind 
Chairman 
South Africa Ta.sk f or.ce 

'':. ~ ·' ,. .f • ' ' ' 'r t: , 

t.! ;. • • •• • 
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Dear Friend: 

......_. __ ... The American Jewish 
Committee 

Institute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street' 
New York, New York 10022-2746 
212 751-4000 

June 1 O, 1967 

As part of AJC ts .International Relations Department 1 s program to keep 
ourselves informed about events in South Africa and maintain contact 
with leading political figures there, I am .pleased to invite you to a 
meeting with Dr. Oskar Dhlomo, Secretary General of lnkatha , and a 
close associate of. Inkatha leader and Zulu Chief Gatsha Buthelezi. . . 

Dr. Dhlomo is res·ponsible for relations with other black politi~al 
groupings in South Africa, including the AHC, and has been active in 
efforts to oppose aparthe.id through negotiating an end to the c·risis 
in South Africa. 

We will be meeting with Dr. Dhlomo on Tuesday, June 16 at .2 P.~. in 
Room 8006 at AJC headquarters, 165 East 56th Street ' (at Third Avenue) . 

Please ca11 · susann Shoenberger at 751-4000, ext. 277 if you plan to 
attend. 

i ~<-- 51/a·rt-/a&:c.tfe,~ !1 ~ (1 CL.e_ 
E. Robert Goodkind Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum l1lles Jaffe -, 7 . 
Chai rman 
South Africa 
Task ·Force 
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Dear Friend: 

11 
The American Jewish ~Committee 

' ""ltuteof Humoo Rel"I~ 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022-2746 
212 751-4000 

June 10, 1987 

Enclosed is a summary of the May 15 South African Task Force 
meeting. 

Our next meeting will be held on Wednesday, June 24 at 12:45 in 
Room 8008 at AJC headquarters. Lunch will be served. 

We will be finalizing our presentation to the Officers of our 
proposed cooperation with Operation Hunger, and will be consider
ing other ideas raised at our May 15 meeting. We will also 
consider the implications for AJC policy, if any, of Rev. Leon 
Sullivan's renunciation of his fair-employment principles for 
U.S. companies in South Africa. 

Could you please cali Susann Schoenberger at (212) 751-4000, e~t. 
277 to indicate whether you will be able to attend. 

I look forward to seeing you on June 24th. 

Sincerely, 

1M~ 
I 

·E. Robert Goodkind 
Chairman 
South Africa Task Force 
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Summary 

SOUTH AFRICA TASK FORCE MEETING 

Hay 15, 1987 

E. Robert Goodkind, Chairman 

Bayard Rustin 

Apartheid is one of the most distressing moral problems in the 
world. But the reason it has become an important American political 
issue ls different.. In Anerlca, .blacks remain disadvantaged, but unlike 
the case in the 1960's, there is no legal remedy for this problem, and 
therefore American political leaders focus on apartheid as a clear moral 
target . 

Democracy, not apartheid, is the real issue in South Africa; if 
South Africa became democratic, apartheid would end. The achievement of 
democracy in South Africa will be difficult but we must reiriember that it 
took a century to guarantee black political rights in America. If we 
assume, that, one day, blacks will rule South Africa, and if we want to 
promote democracy there~ we must ask ourselves what we can do to build 
democratic infrastructures among blacks. 

Since hungry people can not create democracy, organizations like 
Operation Hunger promote democracy. AJC should be strongly encouraged 
to work with Operation Hunger. Another worthwhile activity for AJC 
would be to educate the media on the true nature of the problems facing 
South Africa, and how Americans might most effectivel.Y press for change. 

William Jacobsen 

America recognizes that South Africans themselves will determine 
their country's future. The US is urging all parties to the conflict to 
begin negotiating now. Otherwise violence may claim hundreds or 
thousands of casualties, most of them black . 

Despite the disappointing election results, there were several 
hopeful signs in South Africa: the rejection of apartheid by the Synod 
of the Dutch Reform Church; the beginning of anti-apartheid protest at 
Stellenboch University, an Afrikaner stronghold; the resignation of Mr. 
de Clerk, a cabinet minister's brother, from his newspaper, because of 
the new censorship regulations. 

No matter what the future brings to South Africa, the country will 
need trained black people, and the US government, in addition to its own 
programs, encourages private organizations like AJC to engage in 
positive work in South Africa. 
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Shimon Samue 1 s 

Israel's March 18 decision to reduce ties with South Africa was of 
major importance. Stimulated directly by the US State Department report · 
on foreign arm sales to South Africa, the Israeli decision also re
flected improving relations between Israel and black Africa . In 
addition to phasing out all military sales, Israel has stopped all. 
cultural relat i ons with Pretoria, except for ties with South African 
Jews. Reportedly, the South African ambassador to Israel was furious at 
the March 18 decision. 

Questions 

Replying to a question from Bill Gralnik, Bayard Rustin said that 
he was opposed to travel · to South Africa for entert·ainment purposes, but 
favored travel for human rights purposes. Bayard added that he feared 
that if the situation in South Africa becomes truly revolutionary, the 
groups who will suffer first will be liberal whites, the coloured, 
Indians, and moderate blacks. 

Marc Tanenbaum proposed that we begin a large scale campaign to 
re-educate the American people about South Africa. 

Cedrick Suzman said that he had the terrible feeling that the 
ground had been cut out from under the feet of moderates. 

Replying to a question about South South African Jews, David Harris 
said that they do not consider themselves to be, nor do they want to be 
considered, an endangered community. Nonetheless AJC has consulted with 
HIAS about contingency plans in case of emergency. Allan Kagedan added 
·that AJC has assisted the South African Board of Jewish Deputies , 
politically, in the past few months. 

Conclusion 

E. Robert Goodkind said that the South African Task Force will 
press ahead with its plan to work with Operation Hunger, and will also 
consider the other suggestions made by the speakers • 
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